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Andrew M. Kamarck

CUMflEIUD

The influence of the tropical climate on economic development
has been sadly neglected. An examination of its impact
on human health and agricultural progress in the less
developed countries.

As of the beginning of the Second Development Decade, January 1, 1971, most
of the countries in the north and south
temperate zones of the world had succeeded in either becoming "rich" (per
capita gross national product—GNP—over
$1,000) or "middle-income" countries
($300-1,000 per capita GNP). On the
other hand, most of the countries with a
tropical climate were poor (GNP per capita $100-299) or very poor (under $100).
As J. K. Galbraith put it in 1951,
. . . if one marks off a belt a couple
of thousand miles in width encircling
the earth at the equator one finds
within it no developed countries. . . .
Everywhere the standard of living is
low and the span of human life is
short.
Is the location of today's poor countries
in the tropics an important analytical fact
or irrelevant for any consideration of economic development problems? Even if it
be important for an understanding of why
today's poor countries are poor, does it
have any policy significance in economic
development? What, if anything, can be
done about it?
Little or no attention has been paid in
recent years to any possible influence of
climate on economic development. The
purely mathematical growth models make
no provisions for climatic variables at all,
and the subject is generally ignored in
leading studies of economic development,
even in those dealing specifically with agriculture.
At least part of the present neglect of
climate as a factor in economic development is probably due to the strong reaction against earlier theories of geographers, particularly those of Ellsworth
Huntington. He maintained that the different climates determined the different

levels of civilization through their effects
on human energies and achievement. The
theory, however, overlooked the comparatively high level of culture attained by
some early tropical civilizations even
though the level of their material development was low. D. H. K. Lee showed fairly
decisively in his work on physical climatology that climate per se does not drastically affect people's attitudes toward work,
leisure, and income. But Lee's important
contributions on the impact of tropical climates on agriculture and on the prevalence of diseases and pests affecting man
and his agriculture have been overlooked
by economists.

"The human being is inseparable from
its environment in each occasion of
its existence."
—Alfred North Whitehead

"Human nature exists and operates in
an environment. And it is not 'in' that
environment as coins are in a box,
but as a plant in the sunlight and
soil."
—John Dewey

Thus economists were right to be dissatisfied with theories such as those of
Huntington but wrong to assume that this
meant that climatic factors could be totally neglected. As Kindleberger has said
"the fact remains that no tropical country
in modern times has achieved a high state
of economic development. This establishes
some sort of presumptive case—for the
end result, if not for the means."
There were other forces also at work
that may have led to the neglect of the
climatic factor in economic development.
In the more developed countries where
most of the writing on economic problems
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
is done and which set the standards that
economists in the less developed countries
(LDCs) tend to follow, most economic
activity is either independent of climate or
increasingly insulated against it. Economic
theorists in the more developed countries
have concentrated since World War II on
building highly abstract models often with
little relation to any developed economy
that exists now or is ever likely to exist.
In these rarefied circumstances, it was
even less academically rewarding for analytical work on the real problems facing
present-day poor countries which differ
from those of interest to the present rich
and middle-income countries.
As Kenneth Boulding has commented
perceptively:
The principal failure of economics,
certainly in the last generation, has
been in the field of economic development. . . .
One wonders whether culture-boundness may not have something to do
with this relative failure. Development,
like economics, has been very much a
Temperate Zone product. Culture-boundness is manifested primarily in the
things we take for granted.
. . . the result of imposing Temperate
Zone technique on the tropics, whether
in engineering, agriculture, or in economics, may easily be disastrous. This
perhaps is the point at which the culture-boundness of economics may be
most significant.
Probably also important is the optimism
with which people approached economic
development problems in the 1950s. This
resulted in overlooking the very real unprecedented problems of the poor countries for which no answers as yet existed
in the historical experience of the present
rich countries.
The effect of climate is clearly not the
only ruling constraint on economic development; nor is it suggested that development in today's poor countries would be
unbounded if this effect could be removed. What is claimed is that climatic
factors severely hamper development
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through their impact on both man himself
and on his agriculture. Man's economic
activity is directly and adversely affected
through the widespread extent and impact
of diseases; and tropical agriculture suffers
in the quality of its soils, its rainfall, and
its multiplicity of pests and diseases.
Little work has been done on these aspects of economic development, so that
only a preliminary reconnaissance of the
subject is possible. This does show, however, that such problems—while neglected
by economic development theory—are finally being recognized and tackled in practice. However, higher priority should be
given to research to find ways both of
minimizing the adverse impact of climate
and of turning particular local climatic
conditions to advantage. Clearly, as economic development proceeds in a country,
it will become easier to avoid the worst
effects and to exploit the advantages of
the tropical climate and the climate will
become less important as a factor in development.
In essence, there is a "law" parallel to
Engel's law operating here. As development proceeds the proportion of GNP
produced in agriculture drops and the importance of the climatic factors affecting
agriculture correspondingly drops. Growth
in GNP simultaneously permits greater
allocation of resources to health problems
and the impact of climate thus will be
further reduced.
The tropics
The tropical countries include all of the
African countries except South Africa and
the extreme north of the North African
countries; all of South America, except
Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay; the Central American and Caribbean countries,
including Southern Mexico; and the South
and Southeast Asian countries.
There are three main types of tropical
climates. The wet equatorial climate—
mainly within 5° north and south of
the equator—is characterized by constant
heat, rainfall, and humidity. Dry tropical
climates—lying largely between latitudes
15° and 30° north and south—embrace
the hot arid desert areas (e.g., North
Africa, Arabia, and Northwest India)
where rainfed agriculture is practically
impossible. The alternately wet and dry
tropical (monsoon) climates are experienced by vast areas roughly between 5°
and 15° north and south in South America,
West and Central Africa, and Australia.
Despite such variations a few valid generalizations about tropical climates can be
made. The average temperature in the

coldest month is at least 18° C (64° F)
and rainfall rather than temperature determines the seasons—although the variation
of rainfall from year to year and within
any year is considerable.
This variation can be catastrophic: in
July 1972, for example, 4.5 meters of rain
fell on the island of Luzon where much
of the economic effort of the Philippines
has been concentrated. The crop from 1
million acres of rice fields was destroyed
as was 30 per cent of the sugar crop
which dominates the country's export
earnings. Not only is rainfall usually either too much or too little but drought
tends to come in the hottest and windiest
part of the year so that loss of water by
evaporation and transpiration is high.
The continuous heat and the absence of
frost means that life and reproduction can
go on throughout the year so there is no
temperature constraint to continuous plant
growth. Unfortunately there is similarly
no constraint to the continuous reproduction and growth of all kinds of pests and
parasites on man, his animals, and his
crops.
The result is that life over most of the
tropics takes on an almost infinite multiplicity of forms, but because of the fierce
resulting competition only a relatively few
individuals in each generation of any species may survive in any one place. The
conditions are ideal for rapid evolutionary
change so that, whenever a new plant or
animal is introduced in large numbers in a
given area, there is a high probability of
attack from any one of a multiplicity of
existing or new potential predators.
The impact of climate
Let us look a little more closely at two
tropical regions, Africa and Brazil, and
see how their climate affects them.

Of Africa's 11.7 million square miles
only the North African countries and the
Republic of South Africa and Lesotho do
not have predominantly some variety of
tropical climate. A pervasive continuing
influence ota Africa's development, the climate added, in earlier centuries, to other
difficult geographical features in keeping
the continent isolated from the world.
The many tropical diseases kept Africans
at subsistence level; yellow fever and malaria levied a heavy death toll on all visitors to tropical areas. Trypanosomiasis
carried by the tsetse fly killed horses and
cattle and made it impossible to use animal transport to get to the interior from
the coast; commerce had to depend on
human porters, the most costly and inefficient of all transport systems. The transport obstacle alone was quite sufficient to
stop any appreciable African economic
development for centuries.
Despite its tropical location, Southern
Brazil benefits from its altitude (average
temperature in the tropics usually drops
by 1° F for every 1,000 feet of elevation)
so that its highland climates resemble
those of the Eastern Appalachians of the
United States. It is precisely in this more
favored area that economic development
has reached a middle-income per capita
level. In contrast, the northeast of Brazil,
the problem area with a population of about
30 million, is dominated by tropical dry
climates. The area is consequently subject
to random recurrent droughts which may
last one to three years (the latest one
lasted from February 1970 to March
1971) and which effectively halt any development plans. Despite this the main
approach to economic development has
tended to be investment in fixed capital
rather than in the research necessary to
find out how best to handle the drought.
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A great many dams have been built but
—because of high evaporation and the
peculiar terrain—it might have been wiser
to conserve rain where it falls by contour
ploughing rather than relying on dams.
Human diseases
The impact of disease on economic development in today's poor countries has
been largely ignored in recent economic
literature. Economists working on problems of the more developed countries can
justify this: it can be assumed that the average economic man is healthy and that
sickness, while not insignificant, is not
normally a major factor in the growth
and functioning of the economy. But in
today's less developed countries in the
tropics this assumption is false. In such
areas a person who has not been, or is
not being, substantially affected by poor
health is the exception; and lack of good
health affects attitudes to work, learning
ability, and energy and capacity for heavy
or sustained work or thought.
The prevalence of disease in tropical
areas is well known. It has been estimated, for example, that in the African
continent there are, on average, two infections per man and that bilharzia affects
nearly half the population. The practical
consequences of such handicaps were
pointed out to me by a high official of
the old Nyasaland Railway; as a rule of
thumb he equated two Africans to one
European in terms of capacity to do physical labor simply because the average African worker's strength was sapped by
various parasitic diseases and by malnutrition.
Major diseases
The debilitating disease bilharzia affects
some 150-200 million people in Africa,
the Middle East, and Latin America and
countless millions in mainland China. It
has been estimated that one variety of the
disease reduced working ability of patients
from 15—18 per cent in mild cases to 72—
80 per cent in severe cases. No effective
cure as yet exists, and the disease is
spreading as a by-product of irrigation
and increased mobility of people.
Malaria, while largely eliminated from
the subtropics, is still highly endemic in
all of tropical Africa, parts of Central and
South America, and West, South, and
Southeast Asia. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that in May
1972 there were 700 million people under
great malaria risk with morbidity rates
ranging from 10 to 80 per cent. No effective means of eradication has yet been

The tropical countries include almost all of Africa, the Central American and Caribbean
countries, the South and Southeast Asian countries, and all Latin America except Argentina,
Chile, and Uruguay.

found for large areas in Africa and limited areas in Central America and Asia.
Several species, of the mosquito vector
have developed immunity to the previously effective insecticides. Further, in
Sri Lanka—one of the few tropical areas
where malaria was eradicated—it is returning with as many as 2 million cases in
1970.
River blindness is a major constraint on
development in Upper Volta, where it prevents cultivation of the most fertile land.
It affects mostly adults, and WHO estimates it has resulted in total or significant
partial blindness in 20 million people,
mostly in Africa but also in limited areas
of Mexico, Guatemala, Venezuela, and
Colombia and in the Yemen Arab Republic.
There are a large number of other debilitating parasites: intestinal worms infect
over a billion people throughout the tropics and subtropics. Hookworm disease
infects some 450 million people in these
areas, causing anemia, mental and physical retardation in children, and apathy toward work. There are about 250 million
people throughout the world with one or
another variety of filariasis caused by two
species of nematode worms spread by the
bite of a mosquito. One of the more unpleasant varieties of this disease is elephantiasis—luckily most of the 100 or so
million people infected in Asia have only
mild cases of the disease.

A number of other diseases are also
significant: more than 10 million people,
mostly in Africa and South Asia, are infected by leprosy and most of them are
not under treatment. It has recently been
found that the curative drug is not as
effective as was formerly believed. Kalaazar ("oriental sore"), dengue ("breakbone fever"), and cholera are also significant economic factors from time to time.
Medicine and the tropics
In addition to the diseases that are
primarily tropical, the LDCs continue to
suffer from many temperate zone diseases,
among which tuberculosis is probably the
most important. While the LDCs can take
over the technology for handling temperate zone disease from the developed countries, no known effective cure or economically feasible prevention measures as yet
exist for many tropical diseases. It is
highly likely that insufficient resources are
devoted to research in this area—a reasonable inference from the lack of attention paid to the problem by development
economists and planners.
One reason for this neglect is the introduction to the LDCs of the usual unformulated assumptions with which economists from the developed countries
operate. Most medical schools in the
LDCs model their training on the medical
schools in the more developed countries.
Rather than worry about the infectious,
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parasitic diseases from which the majority
of the population suffer, they worry about
the same health problems that the doctors
in the more developed countries mostly
face—cancer, heart disease, etc.—since it
is these that their patients, the privileged
elites, suffer. In Rio de Janeiro, for example, there is one doctor for every 370 people; in the rest of Brazil, over half the
population never see a doctor from birth
to death; Tropical disease has, of course,
affected development directly. In 1881, de
Lesseps failed to build a canal across the
Panama Isthmus because of yellow fever
and malaria. In 1904-14, the United
States successfully built the canal after
first undertaking an expensive and widespread program of sanitation to eradicate
the disease-carrying mosquitoes; the prerequisite for success was thus preliminary
investment in public health. Since then
most large-scale construction projects in
the tropics have involved steps to protect
their workers against the local diseases—
but these special measures are not taken
for the bulk of the population.
In contrast, when the present industrialized countries were still poor, there was
greater recognition of the importance of
diseases as a factor in economic development. The report of Sir Edwin Chadwick
in 1850 ("The Sanitary Condition of the
Labouring Population of Great Britain"),
which initiated the modern public health
movement, was based on the premise that
poverty and disease formed a vicious circle and that action had to be taken
against disease if progress against poverty
were to be made.
Development finance and health
The contrast is equally striking today.
Finance for research on the diseases debilitating the 2 billion people in the LDCs
has been only a tiny fraction compared
with the resources used in the industrialized countries to try to secure a few more
years of life for people there. For example, $1.6 billion was authorized in 1971
for cancer research alone in the United
States over several years; research on
tropical disease problems in the whole
world probably costs less than 10 per cent
of this amount.
Help in coping with this problem has
been pioneered by WHO and the bilateral
aid agencies in the guise of technical assistance. The French Government, in particular, has been active in sponsoring an
organization (at Bobo-Dioulasso in Upper
Volta) to coordinate action against tropical disease in French-speaking Africa.
The World Bank Group has moved
cautiously in considering finance to help

in these problems—it began in 1962 to
make loans for drinking water and sewerage projects in LDCs. In 1971, it worked
out a cooperative arrangement with the
WHO under which the latter would help
to find and prepare drinking water, sewerage, and storm drainage projects for the
World Bank Group. In January 1972, the
Group itself made a development credit to
Malawi that, for the first time, included
provision for control of a disease (bilharzia) as a part of an agricultural development project. Since then disease control or

"Not only is rainfall either too much or too
little but drought tends to come in the
hottest and windiest part of the year so
that loss of water by evaporation and transpiration is high."

eradication in the area of a rural development project has become a regular feature
of Bank loans and credits where project
analysts find such provisions economic.
Cooperative international action has
also been undertaken against river blindness. A steering committee of WHO,
the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the World
Bank Group was set up in 1972 to plan
the joint efforts of these organizations in
developing and carrying out a project to
control the disease in the Volta River
Basin in West Africa. The groundwork
for this is now under way.
What has been done so far is no more
than a promising beginning. Practically
nothing has been done in the way of systematic economic analysis of the various
specific disease obstacles to economic development and of the economic and social
costs and benefits of projects to remove
them. Without such basic information it is
impossible for a government or aid

agency to choose between investments in
disease control and in other more conventional investment projects. In the meantime it is highly improbable that the existing distribution of resources is anywhere
near optimal.
Agriculture
One of the principal ways in which the
tropical countries differ from the rich and
middle-income countries is that so much
less is known about how best to exploit
and to improve the soil. The LDCs cannot automatically use the knowledge that
today's rich countries acquired when they
were poor. Special problems in tropical
agriculture, representing major obstacles
to economic growth, need to be specifically recognized as such.
Soil
In general, with the exception of alluvial or recent volcanic soils, tropical
soils tend to be poor, containing little organic material. Even in dense virgin forests—where dead leaves, branches, and
trunks constantly return borrowed elements to the supporting soil—the equilibrium is precarious. If the tree or plant
cover is removed, the thin layer of humus
is soon exhausted or washed away with
the first heavy rains.
Good soil is made up of numerous tiny
mineral soil particles aggregated into a
firm and flexible structure. Intermingled
with this skeleton are the organic substances, the "humus," which is the product of bacteria action on plant litter. But
for all these organisms to exist, the soil
structure must contain freely circulating
air and water. In the tropics, it has to be
protected against the heat of the sun,
which would burn away the organic matter and kill the micro-organisms; and it
has to be protected from the direct blows
of the torrential rains, which would crush
the structure of the soil, seal off the underlying soil from the air, and leach out
the minerals or carry them so far into the
earth that the plant roots cannot reach
them. When the soil is laid bare its temperature rises and the sun hastens the oxidation and disappearance of the humus;
the big swings in the temperature that
occur in the tropics between day and
night accelerate the mechanical disintegration of the soil; and the rains and the
wind erode it.
Over a very large part of the humid
tropics, the soil has become laterite so
that all that is left is a reddish mottled
clay, consisting almost entirely of hydroxides of iron and alumina, which tend to
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Borena nomads, Ethiopia: they spend most of the year moving in search of water for their cattle.

solidify on exposure to air. The pure laterites and latosols (the so-called tropical
red and yellow earths) are agriculturally
poor or useless.
Over the centuries, the inhabitants of
many tropical countries (for example,
most of sub-Saharan Africa and parts of
India and Sri Lanka) established a
method of cultivation to meet the soil
conditions confronting them—this was
"shifting" or "seminomadic" cultivation.
Fields are cultivated for a few years, then
allowed to revert to bush jungle to restore
fertility for periods that may take up to
20 or 25 years. Although shifting cultivation is superb for survival in difficult conditions-—if only at a bare existence level
—it has also meant that one of the main
advantages of agricultural over a nomadic
life—the growth of a settled community
—is often not attained.
Character of the food supply
The tropical climate also affects the
character of the food supply: the chemical composition of tropical soils tends to

perpetuate the shortage of proteins in the
diet—a shortage that naturally has an impact on work efficiency.
The shortage of protein (the critical nutrient for physical and mental growth) in
the food of children may be a major factor inhibiting development. There is accumulating considerable evidence that there
may be a relationship between malnutrition of children, mainly in the form of
shortage of protein, and mental retardation.
Agricultural pests and diseases
Another grave disadvantage of the tropics is that they breed so many species hostile to agriculture. Their multiplicity is an
obstacle to development; eventually, with
adequate research, such multiplicity manifesting itself in a large variety of plants
could become a major asset for the tropical countries.
There is insufficient basic knowledge
for a systematic summation of the economic impact of the diseases and pests affecting agriculture in the tropics. How-

ever, the magnitude of the problem was
suggested by the U.S. National Academy
of Sciences in its survey, Tropical Health:
Intestinal parasites are almost universally distributed in domestic animals
throughout the tropical world. The economic effects are multiple and not necessarily confined to mortality in infected animals. These parasites are
responsible for retarded development of
young animals, reduced yields of milk
and meat, lowered wool production,
and impaired working capacity of
draught animals.
The survey further pointed out that the
tropics lack the temperate zone's low winter temperature which acts as a barrier to
the transmission and perpetuation of
gastrointestinal parasites. However, governments have begun the attempt to cut
losses from diseases and predators by imposing an artificial winter: many tropical
cotton-growing countries legislate a dead
season by setting a date when crops must
be uprooted and burned and a date when
planting may begin.
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As for crops, Wrigley pointed out in
Tropical Agriculture:
The tropical environment, which favours the fast luxuriant growth of crops
and vegetation, also favours the weeds
which compete for moisture and nutrients; and the parasitic fungi, insects,
spider mites, eelworms, virus diseases
which make for serious reductions in
the crops.
One major enemy of tropical agriculture is the gigantic swarms of desert locusts which may attack crops anywhere
from West Africa to India (a swarm may
fly as much as 1,200 miles nonstop). The
red locust has been successfully controlled
through international cooperation in recent years, but the desert locust only partially. In both cases, however, control has
relied too much on insecticides and there
are signs the locusts are building up resistance.
Trypanosomiasis (nagana), a disease
carried by the tsetse fly, prevents the raising of cattle and draught animals over the
larger part of tropical Africa. As a result
most of African agriculture remains in the
subsistence stage.
One final example of the multitude of
diseases and predators is East Coast fever,
a tick-borne disease which kills a half million calves a year in East and Central Africa. Since exotic, nonlocal, breeds of cattle are particularly susceptible to this
disease, it has inhibited the upgrading of
cattle in this region through cross-breeding. An intensive effort—financed by the
UNDP, the three East African Governments, and bilateral aid sources in the
United Kingdom and the United States—
is underway to find and develop an effective vaccine for cattle.
Solutions
Research is urgently needed into ways
of combating the obstacles imposed on agricultural development by tropical climates
and of turning some of the tropical characteristics into assets. Unfortunately, there
has, until recently, been little work on
tropical agricultural problems other than
on some export crops and on tropical
wheat and rice.
The present comparatively advanced
state of agriculture in the temperate zone
took many years to achieve. Although
many techniques and solutions cannot be
automatically transferred to the tropics,
much of the basic theoretical approach is
likely to be valid. Kellogg in Soil has outlined the basic approach to soil problems:
We have learned that the most
efficient systems of soil management are

combinations of practices, fitted to the
unique kinds of soil in ways that realise
the benefits of the many interactions
among the separate processes and the
several characteristics of the soil.
Since World War II experiments with
fertilizer and plant breeding in tree crops
have produced remarkably good results in
productivity and improved plants. But fertilizers are expensive and little is yet
known about either specific deficiencies in
plants which need to be made good in
tropical soils, nor of how to do this. It
took, for example, some 20 years to discover what trace elements (tiny percentages of minerals such as copper, cobalt,
etc.) were needed in the Kenyan soil to
make possible the successful rearing of
non-African breeds of livestock.
Package of techniques
Over the last 70 years, a combination
of techniques has been slowly developed
to improve agricultural productivity in the
temperate climates. Biological engineering
has made it possible to create new varieties of plants tailored to meet a planned
set of needed characteristics adapted to
take advantage of the particular climatic
conditions. The plants can, for example,
convert large amounts of fertilizer into
usable product rather than excessive foliage. In addition, the use of protectants
against pests and insects—often uneconomic with old low-yielding varieties—
may pay extremely well with high-yielding
varieties. Resistance to pests and diseases
may also be bred into the plants.
Until recently this "package-of-techniques" approach was not applied to the
tropical countries. The experience of the
Rockefeller Foundation in developing the
high-yielding Mexican dwarf wheat and of
the International Rice Research Institute
in the Philippines in developing highyielding rice has shown, however, that
such an approach to tropical agriculture
can work. A rapid increase in the average
yield of a commodity can be achieved
through application of a complete package
of high-yielding varieties, provision and
use of appropriate fertilizer, adequate control of diseases and insect pests, proper
planting, cultivation, and irrigation techniques, and the right breed, nutrition and
management of animals.
In addition to using fertilizers to offset
the poverty of tropical soils, and improved irrigation and drainage to offset
erratic rainfall, the "package-of-techniques" approach can take advantage of
the heat and absence of frost to produce
two or three crops a year.

Hitherto research has generally been
underrated by developing countries, partly
because in conventional national accounting it is not regarded as "investment,"
(see Kamarck, "Capital and Investment,"
Finance and Development, June 1971)
but partly because international aid agencies have not given a high priority to it.
In this regard, another important policy
step—which has been largely overlooked
—was taken in 1969. The World Bank
Group decided to give consideration to
financing agricultural research facilities, as
appropriate, in the developing countries.
So far only one comprehensive program
—in Spain—has been worked out and approved for finance. Clearly similar needs
exist in many less developed countries and
regions.
Less spectacular but more important in
its cumulative effect has been the increasing inclusion in the World Bank Group's
agricultural projects of provision for particular applied agricultural research. For
example, in the February 1972 credit for
the Zou-Borgou cotton project in Dahomey, it was agreed that the project
would include research programs into improving the production of cotton, rice,
and groundnuts.
The most important step forward for
tropical agriculture was taken in 1971
with the formation of the International
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research, jointly sponsored by the
FAO, the World Bank Group, and the
UNDP, as a mechanism through which
priorities for an expanded international
agricultural research program on problems
of the less developed countries are established and financial support for such a
program is mobilized and coordinated.
The sums of money involved are comparatively modest—probably increasing to
within $50-75 million a year during the
near future—but in terms of development
impact, the pay-off should be immense.
The international research effort will not
by itself be enough—it will be necessary
for the individual countries and different
regions to apply the results—and this will
also necessitate additional local adaptive
research.
In 1966, Charles E. Kellogg, one of the
world's leading agriculture experts, commented, "This reviewer fully expects that
'some day' the most productive agriculture
in the world will be mostly in the tropics,
especially in the humid parts." The organization and successful functioning of the
Consultative Group gives considerable
grounds for hope the "some day" will be
decades sooner than Kellogg could have
surmised.
ED
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the snake in the tunnel
rencies would thus have been narrowed
from 1.5 per cent to 1.2 per cent. Hoever, implementation of this plan was
made impossible by exchange market deThis vivid phrase has been adopted by the experts to denote
velopments during mid-1971.
the plan for reducing fluctuations among the currencies of the
In May 1971 the deutsche mark and
European Economic Community. The authors describe its
the Netherlands guilder were permitted to
operation until March of this year.
float in the exchange markets. A few
months later, the United States suspended the convertibility of the US dolmission, would prepare a plan for the es- lar which led to all members of the ComBackground
A long-term aim of the members of the tablishment of an economic and monetary munity (with the exception of France)
European Economic Community (EEC) is union. A subsequent report (the Werner permitting their currencies to float in the
to achieve a monetary union. One impor- Report) concluded that monetary union, exchange markets. France continued to
tant feature of such a union would be to be achieved in phases during the 1970s, observe the previous margin of fluctuation
either to adopt a common currency or to would call for the reduction and eventual against the U S dollar in commercial
eliminate exchange rate fluctuations be- elimination of exchange rate fluctuations transactions but instituted a separate martween the currencies of member states. between currencies of member countries ket for capital transactions. Moreover, the
The latter course of action had been sug- and complete liberalization of capital Benelux countries agreed to limit the
spread between their currencies to the pregested as early as 1962 by the EEC Com- movements.
In the spring of 1971, the Council of viously possible maximum, i.e., 1.5 per
mission but little was achieved in determining common exchange rate policies Ministers agreed that member central cent on either side of the cross-parity rate.
The Smithsonian Agreement reached in
until, with the completion of the customs banks should from June 15, 1971 reduce
union, it seemed that a new impetus was the margin of exchange rate fluctuation Washington in December 1971, while endneeded for the further integration and around a "Community level" for the US ing the temporary floating of exchange
dollar from the then prevailing 0.75 per rates, also permitted currencies to fluctudevelopment of the Community.
At a meeting of heads of state or of cent to 0.60 per cent, the Community level ate within margins of 2.25 per cent on
government in The Hague in December being agreed from time to time among either side of the central or parity rate in
1969, it was decided that the Council of member countries. The maximum poten- terms of the intervention currency, in conMinisters, in cooperation with the Com- tial spread between two Community cur- trast to the maximum of 1 per cent either

Giinter Wittich and Masaki Shiratori

THE SNAKE IN THE TUNNEL
SPREAD FROM CENTRAL OR PARITY RATE BASED ON NOON QUOTATIONS IN NEW YORK
French Francs

JANUARY 2,1972 • FEBRUARY 9.1973
_

French Francs

The black shaded area within the snake represents the maximum spread between Benelux currencies.
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side of parity under the Fund's Articles
of Agreement. This step widened the potential range of fluctuation between EEC
currencies from 1.5 to 4.5 per cent on
either side of the cross-parity so that quotations of EEC currencies could now vary
up to 9 per cent (see box) in terms of
each other, rather than 3 per cent possible
before May 1971. This conflicted with the
Community's aim of progressing toward
a monetary union and presented serious
operational problems within the Community, especially for the administration of
the common agricultural policy.
Under these circumstances, the Council
of Ministers formally approved, on March
22, 1972, a plan to reduce the maximum
spread between member currencies to 2.25
per cent by July 1, 1972.

Suppose at a given time (Tj), the US dollar is quoted at its lower limit
against the deutsche mark in Frankfurt (a discount of the US dollar of
2.25 per cent from the central rate), while it is at the upper limit against
the French franc in Paris (a premium of the US dollar of 2.25 per cent).
Assuming that the market is working perfectly, the French franc will be
quoted against the deutsche mark in Frankfurt at a discount of 4.40 per
cent from the cross parity; the deutsche mark will stand at a premium of
4.60 per cent from cross parity in Paris. Now suppose further that over time
the US dollar strengthens in Frankfurt, and weakens in Paris, to the opposite intervention points (time T 2 ). Accordingly, the French franc will
strengthen to a premium of 4.60 per cent in Frankfurt, and the deutsche
mark weaken to a discount of 4.40 per cent in Paris. The range of fluctuation of a currency thus is 4.5 per cent (from a discount of 2.25 per cent to
a premium of 2.25 per cent) in terms of its intervention currency, but 9 per
cent in terms of another currency to which it is linked through the intervention currency.

The technical arrangements
Intervention
Narrowing the spread between any two
member states' currencies to 2.25 per cent
could have been achieved.by limiting the
range of fluctuation of member countries'
currencies against their intervention currency—the US dollar—to one half of the
agreed maximum spread, or to 1.125 per
cent above and below a Community level
expressed in terms of US dollars, as had
been planned in 1971. This procedure
would have reduced exchange rate flexibility in terms of the dollar, would have
been contrary to the intention of permitting increased flexibility of exchange rates
among currencies in general, and would
also have maintained the special role of
the US dollar as the only effective intervention currency. A system was adopted,
therefore, which called for intervention in
US dollars only when the outer limits
of ±2.25 per cent against the US dollar were reached; intervention within the
margins to reduce the spread between
Community currencies would take place
in Community currencies. To implement
the arrangement, the participating central
banks indicated the rates at which they
stood ready to buy or sell each other
country's currency.
In determining these intervention points,
care had to be taken to ensure consistency
between any pair of quotations, as it was
intended that once the maximum agreed
spread from the parity or central cross
rate was reached, both central banks would
be intervening simultaneously. As a premium of 2.25 per cent of currency A in
terms of currency B is equivalent to a
discount of 2.20 per cent of currency B
in terms of currency A, responsibility for

maintaining the reduced margins would
have fallen exclusively on the central bank
issuing the weakest currency if intervention quotations had been calculated uniformly at 2.25 per cent above and below
official cross rates.
To ensure bilateral intervention once
the maximum spread was reached, announced buying rates of foreign currencies were therefore generally fixed at approximately 2.225 per cent below, and
selling rates at 2.275 per cent above cross
parities. As an exception, the Belgian National Bank and the Netherlands Bank decided to maintain the special arrangement
adopted in August 1971 to restrict fluctuation between the Benelux currencies to 1.5
per cent on either side of the cross parity.
Intervention in the exchange markets
as a rule was to take place only when quotations reached the outer limits of the

band. In this way, conflicting exchange
rate policies of individual central banks
were to be avoided. Should it be found
desirable by a particular central bank to
intervene within the margins, it would do
so only following prior consultation and
agreement with its partner countries. As
this rule applied to interventions in US
dollars as well, central bank purchases and
sales of dollars were in principle restricted
to the observance of wider margins around
the intervention currency as notified to the
Fund.
Settlement of balances acquired
by intervention
The agreement also contained provisions
for the settlement of balances arising from
central bank interventions in order to avoid
continuous extension of credit by countries with the strongest currency to their
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Chart 1.
Range of Exchange Rate Fluctuations

This chart shows the extent to which two currencies—in this case the deutsche mark
and French franc—could, after the Smithsonian Agreement, fluctuate in terms of one
another.

partners. The resolution of the Council of demand for currency A from its own holdMinisters invited central banks to settle ings, it can obtain currency A from the
such debts in the course of a one-month central bank of country A through a simiperiod, except when the Committee of lar swap transaction.
Central Bank Governors agreed on difSettlements were then to be made on the
ferent rules. The central bank of country A basis of the structure of the debtor counpurchasing a partner bank's— country B's try's monetary reserves. For this purpose,
—currency in its own exchange markets reserves were classified into two categories:
will generally sell these balances forward gold and gold-guaranteed assets (SDRs
to the central bank of country B, the ma- and reserve positions in the Fund) on the
turity date being the last day of the follow- one hand, and foreign exchange on the
ing month. If, at the same time, the cen- other hand. Apart from claims settled by
tral bank of country B cannot satisfy the the use of the creditor's currency, the

debtor country redeems outstanding balances of its own currency by payment in
reserve assets in proportion to the holdings
of these two categories of assets, partly
in order to facilitate a harmonization of
the reserve compositions of member countries.
"The Snake in the Tunnel"
One of the important features of the
arrangement to reduce intra-Community
currency spreads is that it allows use of
the full margins permitted against the intervention currency under the Fund's decision on wider margins. This arrangement
reduces the maximum spread at any time
between dollar quotations of two Community currencies (popularly called the
"snake") while leaving quotations against
the dollar free to move, according to the
play of market forces, within the wider
Smithsonian band of 4.5 per cent (the
"tunnel" in the metaphor) formed by the
maximum deviation from parity or central
rates of ±2.25 per cent.
Suppose the Danish krone as the strongest Community currency in December
1972 was quoted at DKr 1 = $0.1465
(a premium of 2.23 per cent) in New
York. The lowest level for the Italian lira
against the US dollar can then be calculated on the basis of the announced
selling rate for the Danish krone in Italy
or DKr 100 = Lit 8,520 and is Lit 1
= $0.001719V£, or a discount of the Italian lira of 0,01 per cent below the central
rate. The Community band would therefore be 2.24 per cent, and its position
between —0.01 per cent and +2.23 per
cent of the dollar parity.
Discrepancies between the quotations in
New York and the local markets would
tend to be eliminated by "arbitrage"—i.e.,
transactions designed to profit from such
discrepancies, and thus constantly tending
to eliminate them. If, for example, the
Danish krone and the Italian lira were
quoted at a premium of 2.23 per cent and
a premium of 0.05 per cent in New York,
while the Danish krone is quoted at its
upper limit against the Italian lira in Italy
(and the lira is at its lower limit against
the Danish krone in Denmark), then arbitragers will buy Italian lire in Italy and
sell them against US dollars in New
York until the difference between the actual and the calculated spread disappears.
It is the quotations in terms of US dollars which have given rise to the descriptive term "the snake in the tunnel." The
"walls" of the tunnel are formed by the
maximum deviation from parity in terms
of the intervention currency—the US
dollar—and the "skin" of the snake is rep11
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resented by the quotations in terms of
US dollars of the strongest and weakest
Community currencies, as can be seen in
Chart 2.
In the absence of intramarginal intervention in dollars, the position of the snake
in the tunnel and its width are determined
by market forces within the agreed limit.
The spread between the strongest and the
weakest Community currency can become
narrower or wider depending on strength
of demand for individual currencies, and
the position of the snake can be anywhere
within the tunnel. When the maximum
permissible spread is approached the position of the snake will not change as long
as market forces working in opposite directions are of approximately the same
strength, i.e., push the strongest currency
upward and the weakest currency downward to the same degree. If, however, market forces work more strongly in one
direction, the snake will move to that direction, pulling up or down the currency
at the other extreme of the European
band. During most of the time since the
scheme came into effect, the width of the
snake remained close to the agreed maximum and its position was generally determined by the demand for the strongest
currency which indicated the level of quotations for the weakest Community currency. At particular times, however, the
Community band was pulled downward by
heavy sales of the weakest one—most
markedly during the crisis that led to
the floating of sterling in June 1972.
Developments in foreign exchange
markets
The maximum spread between the
strongest and the weakest EEC currencies
narrowed sharply early in March 1972
when the agreement among Finance Ministers to reduce intra-European margins
became known. Anticipating official action, market operators quickly bid the
weakest Community currency—the Italian
lira, which previously had been quoted at
about 3.20 per cent below the strongest
Community currencies, the Belgian franc
and the Netherlands guilder—to within
the prospective band in the days following
the Finance Ministers' meeting. The maximum agreed spread between European currencies had thus become established before
the scheme was brought formally into operation on April 24, 1972.
Until mid-June the snake remained
broadly stable in the upper half of the tunnel. The French and the Belgian francs,
quoted near their upper intervention points
against the , US dollar, formed the upper
limit, while the Italian lira and later ster-

Chart 2.
Quotation of Community Currencies in Terms of .the US Dollar
(Spread from central or parity rate)

<:
The upper and lower limits of the Smithsonian band (the "tunnel"). A premium
(discount) of 2.25 per cent of the spot rate in terms of currency units per US dollar
corresponds to a premium of 2.30 per cent (a discount, of 2.20 per cent) calculated in
terms of U S dollars per currency unit.

ling and the Danish krone represented the
lower limit at around their central rates.
In the meantime, anxiety about the prospects for the British balance of payments
increased and pressure on sterling brought
the pound to the lower limit of the Community band. In the third week of June,
the Bank of England and other central
banks of the member countries had to purchase some £1,000 million to maintain
the agreed spread.
To prevent a further loss of reserves,
the British Government decided on June 23
temporarily to suspend the observance
of exchange rate margins and permitted
sterling to float against other currencies.
When pressure on sterling mounted, the
Italian lira and the Danish krone also declined sharply. Most of the funds from
these countries, particularly the United
Kingdom, flowed into the other stronger
Community currencies, but some part was
also switched into US dollars. As the
three currencies depreciated against the
US dollar, the other Community currencies also declined in terms of the dollar,
pulling the snake lower in the tunnel.

Immediately after sterling was allowed
to float, speculative attention shifted to the
US dollar and the stronger Community
currencies rose sharply, reflecting doubts
whether the structure of exchange rates
agreed at the Smithsonian would be maintained. A number of central banks intervened on a large scale in the exchange
markets to prevent their currencies appreciating beyond the permitted margins.
Faced with massive inflows of funds, the
monetary authorities of most European
countries officially closed the exchange
markets on June 23 and most of the markets remained closed until June 28. The
Community Finance Ministers held an
emergency meeting on June 26-27 after
which they confirmed their Governments'
resolve to defend both the Smithsonian
exchange rate structure and the Community's narrowed margins. However, it was
agreed temporarily to modify intervention
procedures for Italy; market operations in
support of the lira could be carried out
in US dollars until the end of 1972. Only
the Danish authorities felt unable to continue adherence to the narrower band; for
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the time being, the krone would be allowed
to move within the wider Smithsonian
limits.
After the reopening of the European
foreign exchange markets, speculative selling of US dollars against the strong Community currencies continued for a time
despite new exchange control measures
taken by a number of countries. The exchange markets became calmer in the latter part of July, particularly after the
meeting in London of Community Finance
Ministers on July 17—18, when market participants became convinced that other leading European currencies would not be set
to float. A further tightening of exchange
controls in Europe and the purchase of
US dollars with the deutsche mark in
New York by the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York also contributed to quieten
the markets.
Following these developments, speculative activity receded markedly and the U. S.
dollar recovered gradually. However, some
Community currencies—the Belgian and
the French franc at the beginning and later
the French franc alone—remained very
firm, being quoted slightly below their
upper limits, while the Italian lira, the
weakest currency, remained slightly above
its central rate. As a result, the position
of the Community band remained rather
stationary in the upper half of the tunnel
for the period between the end of June
and mid-September. Most other Community currencies fluctuated widely, on balance gradually easing against the dollar,
as can be seen from the chart.
The dollar's recovery was accelerated
after the middle of September when shortterm funds flowed back into dollar assets
reflecting increased confidence among market participants in the Smithsonian exchange rate structure. The French franc,
following the trend of other Community
currencies, began to decline, which permitted the Italian authorities to let the lira
ease and for the first time in nearly three
months, the Community band itself began
to move lower. After a temporary upward
shift in mid-December, reflecting primarily capital inflows into Denmark which
brought the Danish krone to form the ceiling, the Community band reached its lowest level within the tunnel in the middle
of January 1973, when the Italian authorities resumed market intervention in Community currencies.
Until early in January 1973, official intervention in foreign exchange markets by
Community central banks was reportedly
on a comparatively small scale, apart from
fairly frequent sales of US ;dollars by the
Bank of Italy. However, the Netherlands

Bank occasionally sold limited amounts of
Belgian francs under the terms of the
Benelux Agreement to restrict fluctuations
among Benelux currencies to 1.5 per cent
on either side of cross parity.
The calmer conditions in the exchange
markets and the strengthening of the U S
dollar ended abruptly when the leading
markets turned nervous and hectic following the introduction of a two-tier exchange
system in Italy and the decision of the
Swiss authorities temporarily to refrain
from intervening in the exchanges. Heavy
sales of U S dollars in almost all major
centers resulted in a sharp appreciation
of Community currencies, and early in
February massive central bank absorption
of U S dollars again became necessary
when quotations reached the outer limits
of the Smithsonian band.
Nearly all major foreign exchange markets were closed on February 12-13. The
U.S. Government announced that it was
requesting Congress to authorize a 10 per
cent reduction in the par value of the U S
dollar, and new central or official exchange
rates were announced by most members
of the Community, reflecting a revaluation
of currencies of 11.1 per cent in terms of
the U S dollar. However, the Italian authorities decided to permit the lira to float
in both the commercial and the financial
markets, and the pound sterling continued
to float in the exchanges.
The proposed devaluation of the U S
dollar and the consequent appreciation of
Community currencies did not lead to the
expected unwinding of speculative positions on any substantial scale and failed
to restore .more normal conditions in foreign exchange markets. Speculative pressures shifted initially to the international
gold markets, but toward the end of February a general distrust regarding the existing
exchange system led to renewed massive
sales of U S dollars on Continental markets. Under these circumstances, the Community countries decided not to intervene
in their foreign exchange markets after
March I while intensive consultations
were begun to find a solution. However,
foreign exchange dealings were permitted
between domestic and foreign commercial banks and with customers. When the
exchanges were officially reopened on
March 19, six Community members—Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands—permitted
their currencies to float against the U S
dollar while they agreed to maintain a
maximum spread of 2.25 per cent between
their currencies; for this purpose, they
would continue to intervene in Community currencies. At the same time, the

Deutsche mark was revalued by 3 per
cent in terms of special drawing rights,
and thus against partner currencies. Norway and Sweden also joined this agreement. Thus, the "snake" remained alive,
but the "tunnel" ceased to exist.
Further steps
In a meeting in Paris on October 19—20,
the heads of state or of government of the
enlarged Community decided to institute
a European Monetary Cooperation Fund
before April 1, 1973 to assist in the establishment of fixed but adjustable parities between the currencies of member countries.
The idea of a common reserve fund for
intervention and a central clearing account
for the settlement of intra-Community
debts had been under review for some
time; indeed, such a fund was proposed by
the Werner Report and the Council of
Ministers' Resolution of March 21, 1972
called for the submission of a report on
it. The Fund is to be administered by the
Committee of Governors of Central Banks
within the context of general guidelines on
economic policy laid down by the Council
of Ministers. In the initial phase, the Fund
will operate on the following bases:
• concerted action among the central
banks for the purpose of narrowing
the margins of fluctuation between
their currencies;
• the multilateralization of positions
resulting from interventions in Community currencies and the multilateralization of intra-Community settlements;
• the use for this purpose of a European
monetary unit of account;
• the administration of the existing shortterm support arrangement among the
central banks;
• the short-term financing based on the
agreement of the narrowing margins
and the above-mentioned short-term
support will be reorganized in the
Fund.
The Community countries have also
continued to discuss modifications of procedures of the reduced margins agreement
in the light of experience during the past
months. Particular attention has been devoted to the intervention and settlement
aspects of the agreement, related to the
uncertainty with respect to the future role
and official price of gold in the context of
the world monetary reform. As the private price of gold increased markedly and
the discrepancy between the official and
private price of gold widened, countries
generally have become hesitant to use their
gold holdings valued at the official price
continued on page 38
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The term "project supervision"
designates those activities
which the Bank undertakes
in order to ensure the sound
execution and operation of
the projects which it finances,
and the carrying out of
covenants and agreements
contained in the loan
documents relating to projects.

PROJECT
SUPERVISION

HughPROJEC..T

The origin of the supervision system
The World Bank maintains a continuous
relationship with its borrowers, the principal reason being that as a development
institution, it has a fundamental interest in
seeing that the projects financed with its
loans achieve the purposes for which they
are intended, and is indeed required by its
Articles (its statutes) to do so.
The Bank—all references to the Bank
and Bank loans apply equally to the International Development Association and IDA
credits—has always supervised the projects it finances. As early as 1947, two
possible ways of carrying out the supervision function were considered. One possibility—to station a Bank representative at
every project site—was rejected since
it would be expensive in staff and such
representatives might well be drawn into
an active part in management decisions which were properly the borrower's
responsibility.
A second possibility—that the Bank
should rely solely on reports submitted
periodically by its borrowers—was also

rejected. The Bank finally decided on a
middle course: borrowers would be required to submit periodic progress reports,
but the Bank would send' its own staff to
visit each project from time to time in
order to see on the spot how the project was doing, to check the accuracy
and completeness of the information in
progress reports, and to discuss face to
face with those responsible any actual or
impending problems.
The scope of supervision
The Bank's decision to finance a project
is based on the facts, forecasts, and recommendations contained in the appraisal
report. This report describes the project,
assesses its merits, and includes a number
of assumptions on which judgments are
based about the project's costs and benefits and the prospective borrower's capacity to carry out the project efficiently and
promptly. It may include recommendations to strengthen this capacity.
The Bank's decision to lend is also
based on the covenants and agreements
contained in the proposed loan docu-
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ments whereby, for instance, the borrower
and/or the guarantor agrees to adopt or
follow policies deemed necessary for the
success of the project. In many projects,
the borrower agrees to strengthen its organization, employ consultants, train its staff,
or even establish a new organization to
carry out the project. Some of the policies
to be adopted, or the actions to be taken,
are judged to be so vital to the success
of the project that the Bank requires them
to be formally adopted or taken before
the loan is negotiated; others before presentation to the Board; and others before
the loan becomes effective.
The scope of supervision is determined
by its general objective—to help ensure
that the project is carried out so as to
contribute to the economic development
of the borrowing country the benefits
which were foreseen at the time of the
appraisal. Accordingly, the Bank's supervision activities must cover all the different
aspects of a project, in order to see that
the project is implemented as originally
intended or modified as appropriate in the
light of changing circumstances, and that
all the different conditions of lending are
properly carried out.
All projects face risks and uncertainties.
Sometimes these lie in the nature of the
project (e.g., the risk of meeting bad rock
conditions in driving tunnels). Sometimes they are external to the project (e.g.,
unfavorable developments in commodity
prices). Some problems are within the
power of the borrower to solve, but there
are some which the borrower cannot control. One function of project supervision
is therefore to alert the Bank to actual or
impending difficulties in order that agreement may be reached with the borrower
and/or the guarantor to take steps to prevent them or to minimize their harmful
effect on the project. In some instances
unforeseen events occur which make it
desirable for the Bank and the borrower
to agree on a change in the scope or contents of the project. Both the Bank and
the borrower need to be prepared to
adapt to changed circumstances.
Support from the Bank
The Bank in carrying out its supervision
function is not concerned with finding out what is going wrong with projects in order to criticize or blame those
responsible for carrying them out. On the
contrary, the Bank shares the borrower's
interest in the success of the project, so
that problems and their solution are a
| matter of joint concern. Bank staff who
£ are engaged in supervision work are
I encouraged to establish and maintain a
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frank and close relationship with the staff
of the borrower, so that the latter will not
hesitate to reveal the existence or threat
of difficulties at the earliest opportunity.
In such a relationship the Bank staff share
with the borrower the fruits of their experience with other projects and in other
countries.
Evidence of this aspect of the Bank's
supervision work is provided by the following extract from a paper written by
an official who held a high administrative
position for many years in one of the
Bank's member countries.
The borrower's staff know too well
what is going wrong with the project or
with the project organization, the government hierarchy, the logistics of supplies, the contractor or the consultants
—any or all of which could affect progress. They often know the solution too.
But in most cases they are unable to
solve the problems on their own either
because the decision lies with somebody
over whom they have no control or
because the required decisions and
actions, although within their powers,
often involve more than "normal risks."
Consequently, the proposed decisions
and actions drag on and develop an
inertia with them. It is here that the
Bank's supervision mission can be of
immense help to project staff by lending
their support to enable them to take the
required decisions and actions because,
first, their support confirms that the
proposed decisions and actions are
right; and, second, it gives the project
staff the confidence and mobilizes their
courage to implement the proposed
decisions and actions using the support
and weight of the Bank to bulldoze
opposition, if necessary, from any quarter. More importantly, the thought that
the Bank is sharing the responsibility
and risks, and the feeling that they
could look upon the Bank's support
even if the said decisions and actions
do not turn out to be as good as anticipated, bring out the inherent talent in
them and activate the decision-making
and action process.
The volume of supervision work is
large. The number of projects being
supervised has risen from 318 at the end
of June 1968 to 627 at the end of June
1972. The number of supervision missions
a year rose from 286 to 746 during the
same period. The rising trend reflects the
facts that the rate of lending operations is
increasing and that supervision work is
becoming more intensive, as more projects
are carried out by relatively inexperienced
borrowers and the number of projects

with complicated administrative arrangements (e.g., family planning, tourism, and
rural development) is increasing.
Stages of supervision
Three stages can be distinguished in the
process of supervising a project. The first
runs from the date of signature of the
loan to that of its effectiveness. The second stage, in which most of the work of
supervision is carried out, is the period
during which the main investment of
human, physical, and financial resources
takes place. The third stage is after such
resources have been invested—the operating stage. The work of supervision in this
third stage may overlap the evaluation of
the project's results or the execution of
subsequent projects by the same borrower.
Supervision in each of these three stages
is discussed below.
From signature to effectiveness
A borrower can draw on the proceeds
of a Bank loan to defray expenses in
carrying out a project only after the loan
becomes effective. It is, therefore, important to make loans effective as soon as
possible. Even before the loan becomes
effective, there are often things the borrower can do which will help the project
get off to a good start. It is for these reasons that in many cases supervision begins
at this stage.
Most loan agreements specify an interval of three months after signature during
which the agreement should be made
effective and after which, if it has not
become effective, the Bank has the right to
cancel the agreement. An analysis of all
loans which became effective in the twoyear period ended December 31, 1971
shows that 60 per cent of all loans took

more than three months to become effective and that the proportion taking more
than six months rose from 10 per cent in
1970 to 20 per cent in 1971.
In its concern to reduce such delays,
the Bank has increasingly been sending
supervision missions to borrowing countries in the interval between signature and
effectiveness. They help the borrower to
take promptly those steps—such as establishing an organizational unit to manage
the project, acquiring land, or negotiating
on-lending agreements—necessary to make
the loan effective. Such missions can also
ensure that those responsible for the project's management understand the appraisal
report, the contents of the loan documents, the system of procurement, and
the necessity for making plans to collect the information needed for progress
reporting. Supervision missions at this
stage can be particularly useful for new
borrowers.
The investment stage
It is at this stage, which usually lasts
several years, that the bulk of supervision
is carried out. In order that the Bank may
have the legal right to supervise projects,
various agreements are included in the
loan documents, three of which are of
prime importance—-namely, agreements
on the part of the borrower to
• keep records of the progress of the
project and of the cost of carrying it
out;
• permit representatives of the Bank
to visit the project, and to inspect the
works being carried out and the records mentioned above; and
• submit to the Bank on request information concerning the progress of
the project.
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"The Bank has
increasingly been
sending supervision
missions to
borrowing countries."
In addition, there are various clauses
recording the agreement between the Bank
and the borrower to consult together on
matters affecting the project and the loan.
During this stage of supervision, the
Bank needs to be informed of the progress made in all aspects of the project, of
any significant deviations of actual and
prospective developments from the original plans, of steps to get the project back
on track or to modify it to changing circumstances. It also needs to ensure that
the borrower acts in accordance with the
various agreements included in the loan
documents, which are themselves designed
to promote the successful implementation
of the project.
The Bank therefore asks its borrowers
to keep it informed, through the submission of progress reports, of the development of design, procurement, construction, costs, recruitment, training, and all
other aspects of the project. An experienced and efficient project management
does not normally have any difficulty in
providing the kind of information which
the Bank requests, since such a management understands that it needs the information itself as an essential tool for
informed decision taking. It is a part of
the informal technical assistance provided
by Bank supervision missions to help less
experienced managers come to this understanding. Annual financial statements are
certified by auditors satisfactory to the
Bank.
Procurement
An important part of supervision is to
see that procurement is carried out in
accordance with the provisions of the loan
documents and the policies agreed with
the Bank. These policies are designed to
ensure that borrowers use the proceeds of
Bank loans economically and efficiently,
and that suppliers in all member countries
of the Bank (including the borrowing
country and Switzerland) have the opportunity of bidding on Bank projects.
Conditions of lending
All loan documents include various
agreements to take action or to follow
policies designed to facilitate the sue-

cessful carrying out of the project. The
substance of such agreements will vary
according to the circumstances of the
project and the borrower, but typically
they may cover, among other things:
• the employment of consultants and
their terms of reference;
• the appointment of key staff;
• the training of staff;
• financial and other protective agreements, such as tariff and rate clauses
and debt limitation clauses;
• the provision of funds to meet all
costs not financed out of the proceeds of the Bank loan or by other
lenders;
• the maintenance of the project after
completion;
• the insurance of the assets of the
project entity and of goods acquired
for the project; and
• the employment of auditors.
It is a part of project supervision to keep
informed of the execution of these agreements by the borrower.
Operating results
In projects to be carried out by established operating entities, such as public
utilities, industrial enterprises, or development finance companies, it is necessary to
obtain information on the results of operations during the investment stage because
any substantial deviation from the projected results may affect the financing plan
for the project. It is also necessary in
many instances because the borrower may
have agreed to take steps—such as the
reduction of surplus staff-—to improve
operations.
The operating stage
After the investment has been completed, the supervision workload normally
diminishes. Progress reports covering
construction or its costs are no longer
required. However, supervision needs to
continue. First, problems may have arisen
which have not yielded to attempts to
solve them, so that continuing contact
between the Bank and the borrower may
be required. Second, initial operation is a
crucial stage with certain types of project
(for instance, with many agricultural and
industrial projects) during which difficulties often arise. Third, there are agreements of the borrower which continue in
force during the operating stage (e.g., rate
clauses, debt limitation clauses, and the
general undertaking to operate the project
according to sound principles).
An important function of supervision
during this stage of a project's development is to collect information about the

benefits which the project contributes to
the economy of the borrowing country,
and how these benefits compare with
those foreseen at the time of appraisal
and with actual costs. Here the Bank is
improving its practice which in the past
has been uneven and, apart from "repeater" loans (see below), generally inadequate.
In order to carry out this function
efficiently, plans for the collection and
processing of information about the benefits of a project need to be made well
before they begin to accrue. This needs
to be foreseen during appraisal, and the
capacity of the borrower to provide such
information assessed. When the Bank
staff discusses its requirements for progress
reports with the staff of the borrower, it
needs to cover information required during both the investment and operating stages. Operational information may
become available from existing sources
(e.g., in the annual reports of revenueearning borrowers) but with, for example,
highway, educational, or family planning
projects no such regularly published
reports may exist and special arrangements for collecting and processing the
necessary information will be required.
Where a borrower receives a number
of loans from the Bank to finance sequential parts of a continuing investment program, such as that of a public utility, a
highway system, a development finance
company, or an agricultural financing institution, an evaluation of the performance of the borrower in carrying out
previous projects, and of the benefits deriving from those projects, is a necessary
part of the appraisal of subsequent "repeater" projects. In such cases some or
all of the elements in the project cyclepreparation, appraisal, supervision, and
evaluation—may be proceeding at the
same time in respect of different parts of
the continuing investment program.
Supervision on behalf of other
sources of finance
While the great bulk of the Bank's supervision work serves only its own purposes, sometimes other lenders wish to
avoid the duplication of supervisory effort
and agree to rely on the progress reports
submitted to the Bank. In such instances
representatives of other lenders may accompany Bank supervision missions visiting projects.
A notable example of this is the system
agreed with the nations providing funds to
finance the Indus Basin works in Pakistan.
Here the Bank acts as manager of all the
funds provided by foreign sources and
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carries out on their behalf a unified system of supervision. As administrator of
the Indus Basin Fund the Bank has made
special arrangements, with the help of
consultants, for the continuous monitoring
on the ground of these projects, and keeps
all the contributors to the Fund currently
informed of progress.
In one case the Bank has agreed to
supervise a project for which it is not providing any finance. At the request of the
Secretary-General of the UN, the Bank
agreed to act as trustee for the funds provided by a number of governments for the
Nam Ngum project in Laos. Procedures
for supervision were established on the
lines of those used for the Indus Basin
projects.
Supervision organization and procedures
The Bank normally uses the same staff
for supervision as it does for project preparation and appraisal. This ensures continuity of contact with borrowers, enables
the staff responsible for appraisal to live
with projects during their execution and
thus to learn lessons which can be used to
amend and refine appraisal techniques,
and avoids the need to recruit two separate staffs, each with similar qualifications
and experience.
A question that is kept under review is
whether it is the most efficient use of staff
to centralize almost all supervision work
in headquarters (as is done now), or
whether it would be better to entrust
more of the work to staff stationed in borrowing counties. Exceptionally, staff members have been stationed abroad—for
instance, in India, Colombia, and Chile—
to keep a close eye on certain types of
projects and this procedure has worked
well. In addition, the missions in Indonesia, eastern Africa, and western Africa,
whose main responsibility is to help
potential borrowers to prepare projects,
perform some supervision tasks at the
request of headquarters.
It was recently decided to experiment
by stationing a team of four staff members in Nairobi to be responsible for field
supervision work for certain types of agricultural projects in Kenya and in other
East African countries. If this experiment
proves successful, it may be extended.
Supervision missions are planned in
advance for six-month periods, and
reviews are made periodically to see how
the actual frequency and intensity of visits
compare with targets set for each project.
Progress reports from borrowers, which
are currently being received at the rate of

about 2,300 a year, are studied in order
to see whether any action is necessary.
Also a constant flow of procurement documents-—draft invitations to bid, analyses
of bids received with recommendations
for contract award, and draft contracts—
has to be scrutinized without delay each
day in order not to hold up the various
stages of procurement.
A "completion report" is prepared after
the end of the investment period showing
how the actual achievement of the borrower compares with what was expected
at the time of appraisal, what (if any)
were the major problems that arose in
carrying out the project, and how the
actual cost and time taken compare with
previous forecasts. Such reports draw
attention to any lessons learned from
experience with the project that may help
to improve the Bank's techniques for
project work—preparation, appraisal, and
supervision. This type of report is not a
full-scale evaluation of the project since,
although the actual costs should be well
established, it is too early at this stage to
come to any final conclusion about the
benefits.
Difficulties encountered
It is the nature of things that projects
—especially large and complex projects
such as those the Bank finances—meet
with difficulties during their execution and
operation. This often happens in developed countries and is to be expected in
less developed countries, where there is
less experience and a shortage of managerial and administrative talent.
To what extent are Bank-financed projects affected by such difficulties? An analysis shows that about 45 per cent of projects being supervised have experienced
no significant difficulties. Another 40 per
cent have experienced "normal" difficulties—i.e., difficulties worth recording but
not serious enough to cause concern either
about the successful completion of the
project or the situation and prospects of
the borrowing institution. The balance of
some 15 per cent has encountered more
serious problems and is receiving special
attention and intensive supervision.
Experience gives ground for hoping
that in many of these cases the borrower
and the Bank will find ways to overcome
the difficulties. Some projects may have to
be restructured. A number of the projects
in question have been physically completed and are in operation, but the borrowers are meeting difficulties (mainly
financial) in the operating stage.

Supervision and development
What has the Bank achieved by means
of its supervision activities? First, it has
carried out the duty imposed on it by its
Articles, to see that the financial aid it
supplies has been used for the intended
purposes. This has contributed to its reputation as a sound institution in the markets where it borrows funds.
Second, it has learned a great deal about
the planning and carrying out of development projects (which in an increasing number of cases involves a whole
sector of the economy) and the part they
can play in the process of economic and
social development. This has enabled the
Bank progressively to improve its techniques of appraisal. Supervision experience has led the staff to undertake
research, resulting in improved methodology for appraisal. Through its supervision
activities, the Bank has become year by
year more alert to the difficulties likely to
arise in carrying out projects, and so has
been able to focus on these aspects during
preparation and appraisal.
Third, and perhaps most significantly,
supervision has made an important contribution through technical assistance to the
Bank's borrowers. In the continuous dialogue with borrowers, Bank staff help to
anticipate problems likely to arise in
carrying out projects and to find ways to
avoid or overcome them. The effect of
this technical assistance contribution cannot be quantified, but the evidence suggests that it is very substantial, particularly where borrowers are establishing new
institutions or adopting new management
techniques.
In the coming years, the supervision
workload will steadily grow with the continued increase in lending operations, in
particular in new and complicated
types of project (e.g., in rural development, tourism, urbanization, and population), where supervision requires more
staff time than do many traditional projects in sectors such as transportation and
public utilities.
As data about the results of projects becomes more regularly available
for all projects, it will contribute to the
information required for the new and
important function of project evaluation.
Thus, the Bank will have a continuous and
complete system of monitoring the progress of projects through all the stages of
their development and of establishing the
contributions they make to the economic
and social development of its member
countries.
ED
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ASSEMBLY
INDUSTRIES
IN THE CARIBBEAN

Jan F. van Houten

Labor surpluses, restricted domestic markets, and proximity
to the United States suggest that export-oriented assembly
industries can usefully contribute to employment, the balance
of payments, and economic growth in the Caribbean.
The prime requirement for the successful
operation of assembly industries is the
availability of inexpensive labor since such
industries are characterized by labor-intensive operations on imported semifinished
goods and components. The final assembled product combines high unit value
and light weight, minimizing transportation expenses as the products are usually
re-exported to developed countries with
relatively high labor costs. Assembly-type
industries are thus located in various
regions of the world suffering from surplus labor problems, including the Far
East, Central America, and the Caribbean.

This article examines the role of assembly industries in Barbados, the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, and Trinidad
and Tobago. In these countries chronic
unemployment is accompanied by small
domestic markets and generally low per
capita income, which means that industrial projects depend heavily on export
markets. Population ranges from 250,000
in Barbados to close to 5 million in Haiti;
per capita gross national product (GNP)
varies from a little more than US$100 in
Haiti (Table 1) to about US$770 in Trinidad and Tobago—a relatively high figure
which, however, encompasses great differ-
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ences between the petroleum sector and
the rest of the economy.
It would appear that assembly industries, being both highly labor-intensive
and export-oriented, would have a considerable appeal in the Caribbean area, particularly in view of the favorable geographic location of the region near the
North American mainland. The particular
importance of the U. S. market for assembled products derives from special provisions in the U. S. Tariff Code, which imposed duty payments on the difference
between the value of the assembled product and the value of the U. S. manufactured components. The U. S. import duty
applies effectively, therefore, only to the
value added in assembly plus the transportation costs.
Employment and wage costs
in the Caribbean
While each Caribbean country has its
own characteristics that contribute to its
unemployment problem, some generalizations can nevertheless be made. The economies and social structure—particularly in
the English-speaking islands—were shaped
historically by a colonial plantation system
with a great need for unskilled agricultural labor. When the plantations fell into
decline no new large-scale employment
opportunities were created to absorb the
surplus labor. Such statistics as are available provide a picture of widespread
unemployment: for instance, in Trinidad
and Tobago, the level of employment has
virtually stagnated since the mid-1960s. In
fact, from 1967 until 1971, neither the
size of the available labor force nor the
number of those employed changed significantly—largely because of increasing emigration, as the natural increase in the
working population is estimated at 3 per
cent. Throughout the Caribbean the natural rate of population growth in the past
has generally been high, but in most instances emigration to the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, and the
Bahamas was significant enough partly to
offset the natural growth rate.
Institutional factors such as minimum
wage legislation and, in some instances,
strong labor unions have tended to restrict employment opportunities in the
lower wage brackets, while structural problems, including lack of skills, have limited
the flow of workers from low-wage traditional occupations to the export sector
where wages and skills are higher.
Along with the existence of a pool of
unemployed—and underemployed—labor,
wage rates in the Caribbean are low relative to those prevailing in industrial coun-

Table 1
Basic Data for Caribbean Countries, 1970
Barbados

Dominican
Republic Haiti

Trinidad
Jamaica & Tobago

GNP per capita (US dollars)

574

367

100

627

768

Population (thousands)
Labor force (thousands)
Employment (thousands)

243
97
84

4,070
1,506

4,200

1,870
755
645

1,027
366
320

Value added in manufacturing
(millions of US dollars)

13.81

157.31

44.1

141.2"

150.0

1.1

0.7

2.9

5.1

1.1

35.0

213.5

39.6

342.1

3.3

0.2

8.3

11.1

Of which: in assembly plants
(millions of US dollars)
Value of exports (millions of
US dollars)
Of which: assembled products
(millions of US dollars)

223.9 4.2

Sources: International Financial Statistics; U.S. Department of Commerce; and Individual country sources.
1
Excluding sugar manufacturing.
- Excluding exports of fuel and lubricants under processing agreements.

tries. Hourly earnings typically are a fraction of those in the United States for
workers engaged in comparable operations. Full advantage of the lower wage
rates can be translated into a lower price
for the final assembled product, since U. S.
firms operating in the Caribbean area
have experienced labor productivity approximating that of workers in the same
job classifications in the United States.
Even where labor was significantly less
productive than in the United States, the
hourly wages in the Caribbean were such
that labor costs per unit of output were
still substantially lower than in U. S. establishments.

Employment policies
In more recent years new employment
opportunities in the Caribbean area, resulting from a good economic growth performance, have combined with continued
emigration to stabilize the rate of unemployment at about 12 per cent of the
labor force. However, it has been found
very difficult to lower the unemployment
rate below this, despite a continual search
for acceptable programs of manpower utilization.
Tourism has provided a major source
of employment in Jamaica, Barbados, and,
to a lesser extent, Trinidad and Tobago.
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In several instances, however, intensive de- under the general incentive laws, only 12
velopment of tourism has been accom- per cent were of the assembly type, but
panied by social tensions and rising consu- they accounted for 35 per cent of employmer imports as the domestic labor force, ment and almost 50 per cent of the value
confronted with relatively luxurious con- of exports of this sector.
Importing components and exporting
sumption patterns, has raised its own consumption standards. Moreover, the impact the final assembled product provide a net
on the balance of payments has not turned gain to the trade balance equal to the
out to be as favorable as was expected, value added in the assembly process. A
as imports related to tourism and profit similar improvement in the trade balance
remittances have tended to absorb a large is obtained when the assembled compoportion of exchange earnings from tourism. nents are sold on the domestic market as
Other countries in the area, like the a substitute for the finished imported comDominican Republic, have relied more modity. These favorable factors are to
on government labor-intensive investment some extent offset by a rise in consumer
projects—including public housing, roads, imports induced by the increase in domesand schools—to absorb unemployed man- tic purchasing power. In addition, where
power. Such projects have avoided some foreigners own assembly facilities, profit
of the undesirable side effects associated remittances would also need to be taken
with the development of tourism but their into account in judging the final balance
productive impact has tended to be long- of payments effect.
term. Recently, there has been a noticeable shift toward public investment projects Incentive legislation
with a more immediate productive return
All the Caribbean countries included in
and with a greater potential for export this article have largely relied on fiscal
earnings.
incentive legislation to attract industry.
Promotion of industry has been actively However, the incentives do not especially
pursued by all the Caribbean countries. favor labor-intensive operations and indeed
However, major targets have been balance are sometimes aimed at attracting indusof payments improvements, the build-up tries with high capital/labor ratios.
of capital stock, and the transfer of techThe incentive laws vary in the degree
nology and managerial talent rather than of importance given to employment generthe generation of employment and the ac- ation. While most contain a general refercompanying rise in income. Industrial pro- ence to employment consideration, only
motion policies have in general attracted the legislation of the Dominican Republic
capital-intensive manufacturing firms pro- specifically states that tax concessions are
ducing commodities for import substitu- offered in order to supply permanent
tion that are protected by tariffs or quota sources of employment and incomes. Fursystems. While such firms may, in the thermore, employment generation is menshort to medium term, contribute posi- tioned as one of the criteria for granting
tively to the balance of payments, in the concessions to an industry in the Dominilonger run continued isolation from com- can Republic.
petitive influences tends to raise producExporting receives greater consideration costs and adversely affect the wel- tion. In Barbados and Jamaica manufacfare of the population. However, highly turing for export is accorded special
capital-intensive operations are necessary treatment through separate legislation,
in some instances in order to mine, refine, while the general incentive legislation of
and export domestic raw materials. Exam- t h e D o m i n i c a n R e p u b l i c a n d H a i t i
ples are the petroleum refineries in Trini- includes specific mention of export indusdad and Tobago, the bauxite operations in tries. In the Dominican Republic, moreJamaica, and ferronickel production in the over, the most generous tax benefits are
Dominican Republic.
reserved for export industries, including
assembly plants. Haitian legislation proBalance of payments
vides no additional benefits for exporters,
considerations
but does specify assembly operations as
Labor-intensive industries—of which an important type of export industry for
assembly plants are the best examples— which benefits are offered. In Trinidad
have not received as much support as and Tobago, no formal legislation exists
they deserve. They lack the glamour of for this purpose but export-oriented indushighly automated capital-intensive plants, tries are favored.
The tax incentives offered are usually
although they combine employment generation with a favorable balance of pay- not specifically related to the labor-intenments impact. In Jamaica, for instance, of sive nature of the operation. The benefits
the 192 enterprises operating in 1970 vary considerably from country to coun-

try, but in general include duty-free importation of capital and raw materials and
provide an income tax holiday. It is questionable whether the existing incentive
legislation is of the right kind to stimulate
labor-intensive assembly industries, and
this failing may well help to explain the
slow growth of such industries in some of
the Caribbean countries.
The capital bias of the incentive laws is
generally not explicit in the legislation.
For example, an exemption from profit
taxes is, in principle, not related to any
particular capital/labor ratio. However, a
capital bias evolves whenever the legislation provides for postponement of depreciation allowances until after the end of
the tax holiday, as is so in Jamaica and
Trinidad and Tobago. Also, exemption of
customs duties on capital goods removes a
disadvantage to capital and tends to place
capital and labor on an equal footing. If,
however, the exchange rate is judged to
be overvalued, as is frequently the case in
countries with a high tariff structure, capital imports already enjoy a comparative
exchange advantage, which would be enhanced by a duty exemption.
These capital biases in the legislation
are not balanced even partially by corresponding employment incentives. Even
though capital is scarce and .labor in surplus in the Caribbean area, low average
wages often mask substantially higher
wages in the capital-intensive industrial
sector. These higher wages tend, in effect,
to become the desired norm also in laborintensive industries. In addition, institutional factors such as a minimum wage
may maintain wages at a level somewhat
above that expected from freely competitive conditions. In view of such rigidities,
outright employment incentives might be
appropriate.
In general, incentive legislation in
capital-scarce and labor-surplus economies
should encourage the establishment of
techniques that increase the proportion of
labor to capital but,.at the same time, increase the total supply of capital. Policies
embodying this principle include fiscal
incentives which are neutral as to labor and
capita). Examples would be an income tax
holiday without provisions for postponement of depreciation, or for a slower
depreciation schedule; and, where the
exchange rate appears to be overvalued,
the inherent capital bias of import duty
exemptions on capital goods might have
to be balanced by tax benefits geared to
the number of employees.
It is realized that any one country
might not be able to avoid granting favorable capital depreciation schedules (or
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other capital-biased incentives) when such
benefits are already available in neighboring countries. The danger exists that competition between area countries might lead
to incentives involving unjustified sacrifices in terms of fiscal revenue. The Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA)
has faced this issue through protective
clauses in its Agreement which provide
for some harmonization between member
countries' legislation on tax concessions
for manufacturing industries. In addition,
no member territory may introduce more
generous concessions than the most generous already existing in any of the member territories.
Any kind of fiscal incentive legislation
involves a cost to the government in terms
of revenue foregone. It is useful, however,
to point out that in the case of fiscal
benefits to assembly industries the government revenue foregone should perhaps not
be included as a cost to the government
as, in the competitive environment of the
Caribbean, firms would not have located
in a particular country without the concessions. This conclusion follows from the
high mobility of assembly industry. As
capital requirements are minimal, the entrepreneur enjoys a degree of freedom of
location and movement not available to
industries weighted down by heavy capital
commitments.
Their mobility constitutes the single
most important disadvantage of assembly industries. Such firms, regardless of
national ownership, usually operate under
contract with a foreign manufacturer, and
the possiblity exists that the operations
might be closed down upon short notice,
either because of nonrenewal of a contract or because of a change in import
restrictions in the trading country, In the
absence of adequate safeguards a country
may well decide to limit the number of
potentially unstable sources of employment not under national control.
Caribbean experience with
assembly industries
Ideally, one would like to have available country-by-country information on
assembly industries. Useful data should at
least include the average size of capital investment, employment generated, value
added in assembly, and total sales. In practice only fragmentary information from indirect sources is available: this suggests
that the absolute and relative size of the
assembly sector varies considerably between
Caribbean countries. On the basis of the
v a l u e of e x p o r t e d assembled goods,
Jamaica was the largest assembler in recent
years. In 1971 this country exported close

to US$15 million of assembled products,
followed by Haiti with about US$12 million, and Barbados and Trinidad and
Tobago with US$4 million each. The
Dominican Republic exported less than
US$1 million.
Haiti
If, however, the value of exported
assembled goods is compared with the
value of total exports, then assembly operations appear to have had the largest
overall economic impact in Haiti. In 1971
assembled products, destined almost exclusively for the U. S. market, accounted for
25 per cent of the country's exports.
Sports equipment, footwear, and garments
account for the bulk of goods assembled
by small firms, two thirds of which are
Haitian owned with contractual relationships with U. S. companies. The remainder
are Haitian-incorporated subsidiaries of
U. S. enterprises. A small percentage of
the firms manufacture all or part of their
production in cottage industry operations,
although this is limited to items of relative
simplicity, such as ribbon bows.
The fast growth of assembly operations
in Haiti, from US$2.3 million in export
sales in 1967 to US$11.8 million in 1971,
was helped by close geographic location
to the U. S. market, good productivity,
adequate fiscal incentives, and availability
of labor at low wages—the average wage
is reported to be gourdes 8 (US$1.60) for
an eight-hour working day, compared with
the prevailing daily minimum wage of G 5
(US$1.00). The impact on employment,
particularly in and around Port-au-Prince,
has been considerable: of the estimated
total of 50,000 wage earners in urban
centers, 10,000 are employed in assembly
plants.
Dominican Republic
An entirely different situation was
found in Haiti's neighboring country, the
Dominican Republic. Despite an equally
beneficial geographic location, generally
low wages, widespread unemployment,
and fiscal incentive programs ranking
among the best in the Caribbean, the
Dominican Republic was found to have
very few assembly plants, with an insignifican impact on employment and exchange
earnings. Total exports of assembled
goods in 1971 amounted to no more than
US$0.8 million.
Until 1968 the Government relied
mainly on labor-intensive public works
projects in order to provide employment
opportunities, and only since then has its
interest shifted toward assembly industries
as a means of generating employment

and contributing toward the improvement
of the balance of payments. The present industrial incentive legislation, dating
from 1968, includes generous benefits for
assembly operations but states that such
industries should be located in free port
"areas, none of which existed at that time.
This contributed largely to the slow
growth of labor-absorbing assembly industries. At the present time, 13 firms are in
operation, employing 2,095 workers at
two free zones. In order to give further
impetus to assembly industries, the possibility is being investigated of permitting
them to sell their products on the domestic market.
Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad
and Tobago
The Caribbean Free Trade Association
—to which all three countries belong—
has provided the necessary market for the
efficient operation of manufacturing plants.
In Barbados, with a population of only
250,000, the CARIFTA Agreement has
been indispensable to the successful operation of most industries, including assembly
operations geared to the free trade area.
In addition, in 1971 Barbados exported to
the United States assembled goods—
mainly textiles and electrical apparatus—
worth US$4.1 million, which accounted
for 14 per cent of total exports. As a generator of employment, the assembly industries have made a substantial contribution.
In 1971, 21 assembly plants were in operation employing 2,650 workers—about 20
per cent of manufacturing employment
and 3 per cent of the employed labor
force.
The value of assembled exports of
Jamaica has risen from US$5.4 million in
1965 to US$15 million in 1971, placing
Jamaica first among Caribbean exporters
of assembled products. There were about
25 assembly plants employing 5,100 workers in 1971, compared with total employment of 14,000 in industries enjoying
fiscal incentives. These plants use labor
much more intensively than general manufacturing enterprises. While accounting
on the average for only about 11 per cent
of the value of total production under the
incentive laws, the assembly enterprises
employed 36 per cent of the workers. One
should not lose sight, however, of the fact
that the employed labor force in Jamaica
is estimated at well over 600,000 workers,
so that the assembly industries provide
less than 1 per cent of total employment.
They also account for only 3 per cent of
total exports.
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continued on page 37

A regional development
project is a relatively cheap
but effective instrument for
sparking development of a
backward region.

Hans-Joachim Lell

A regionally oriented development scheme
consists of a package of integrated projects which cut across different economic
sectors but are concentrated in one particular region (i.e., a province or district).
The purpose of this approach, which relies
heavily on qualified manpower and, to
a lesser extent, on capital inputs, is to
overcome economic stagnation and to ease
social problems in backward areas by
increasing productivity, employment, and
income.
The situation in many developing countries is that per capita gross national
product is much higher in urban areas
than in rural areas; industrial development is heavily concentrated in a few urban
areas; and unemployment and underemployment in rural areas result in increasing migration and emigration. Productivity
in agriculture and the level of exports of
processed agricultural products are low
partly because agricultural extension and
marketing services and agro-industries in
the countryside are not sufficiently developed. This low productivity increases
rural underemployment and widens the
gap between urban and rural incomes; resulting migration often causes urban unemployment.
Of course, many of the more traditional
agricultural, industrial, and infrastructure
projects sponsored by the bilateral and
multilateral agencies have already made a
strong contribution to solving such problems in some backward areas of the developing countries. Nonetheless, greater emphasis on more comprehensive and
systematic regional development schemes
might often help such countries in their
efforts to overcome regional economic
bottlenecks and to ease increasing regional
disparities in income and employment
possibilities.
The prospects for regional development
appear to be improving since several projects have already been implemented and
financed with bilateral technical assistance

INTEGRATED
REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
and capital aid—for example, the Paktia
project in Afghanistan, the Mandi project
in India, and the Chilalo project in Ethiopia. The small Turba/Hugariah project in
the Yemen Arab Republic is particularly
remarkable because private, local initiative
has started the development of this rural
area. The World Bank itself has also
recently helped to finance comprehensive
rural development projects—in Wolamo,
Ethiopia; in Lilongwe and Karonga,
Malawi; and in Casamance, Senegal.
In addition, several donor countries and
international aid agencies have indicated
that they intend to give greater priority to
regional projects in the Second Development Decade. The World Bank, for example, stated in its 1971 Annual Report:
An increasing proportion of the
Group's funds and staff's efforts devoted
to agriculture have been channeled into
comprehensive rural development projects embracing many subsectors such as
credit, training and extension services,
conservation, forestry, livestock, irrigation, drainage and flood control, and
often cutting across major sectoral lines
to include elements of transport, industry, utilities or education.

How integrated regional
development works
Integrated regional development usually
focuses on agricultural projects which rely
heavily on extension services, supplemented by agro-industries, marketing services, and credit cooperatives. However,
some intensive regional development projects do focus on industrial estates for
small-scale, labor-intensive industries.
Others are based on forestry and wood
processing, mining, or fishery projects, or
on tourist centers. In order to make triecombination of projects in different sectors effective, the regional development
will often require the construction of
basic infrastructure facilities—for example, feeder roads, communications networks, and small power plants. In addition, an important role is often given to
education, family planning, and other
health projects. Despite the diversity of
such activities, it is quite often possible to
combine several of them into an integrated sequence of projects.
Self-help
All such regional projects aim at improving social and economic conditions in
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rural areas through the systematic promotion of local interest and self-help. The
local population can help to finance and
build some of the planned investment,
e.g., small-scale irrigation and drainage
systems, school buildings, and feeder
roads. However, these activities often
require outside help in the form of overall
guidance, technical assistance, and financial support from the central government,
foreign donor countries, or international
agencies. In particular, experience has
shown that a central requirement for
effective regional development is a small
but efficient working team of technicians,
agriculturalists, and economic advisors—
whether nationals of the country or foreign experts. Since they are operating in a
small area they can cooperate closely with
the local population and thereby increase
local initiative substantially. Such a combination of outside assistance and selfhelp provides the local farmers with the
opportunity of learning-by-doing and subsequently helps to improve social and
economic conditions in the area. An additional important requirement for a
regional development program is an effective working executive authority with a
considerable degree of autonomy and
wide-ranging powers. This is necessary not
only to ensure that the numerous activities are effectively coordinated and carried
out but also to obtain the active support
of the central government and province
administration.
A nationwide program of many simultaneous regional development projects
would probably not be workable because
of the serious administrative problems it
would raise. Thus, integrated regional
development is likely to be most effective
when the project is relatively small and
concentrated in one area. Such concentration is, in any case, usually necessary
because supplies of foreign and domestic
finance and skilled manpower (including
foreign experts and local administrators)
are limited. Although such concentration
in one particular area can lead to political
difficulties and create some degree of economic imbalance, the successful development of one region can stimulate and
guide subsequent projects in other regions.
The actual process of choosing the particular area for a regional development is
complex. Economic criteria (such as satisfactory benefit-cost rates, availability of
natural and human resources, and access
to markets) and social criteria (such as
diminishing underemployment) are nearly
always equally important. Thus, the decision whether to develop a region with
high resources or a depressed backward

region is necessarily often a political
one. Consequently, thfc first regional development in a given country may take place
in an area where its siting is economically
less justified than is desirable for a pilot
project.
Planning regional projects
From the World Bank's operational
point of view, analysis of the feasibility of
a regional development project is conducted in a similar manner to the more
traditional type of projects for which
loans are made. Regional projects are first
identified, then prepared and appraised,
the loan negotiated, and the project's
implementation supervised. The appraisal
of the technical, economic, commercial,
financial, managerial, and organizational
aspects of the regional project is a particularly important "stage in the cycle because
it is a comprehensive and systematic
review of all aspects of the project." (See
Warren C. Baum, "The Project Cycle,"
Finance and Development, June 1970.)
In more general terms, the project cycle
might be subdivided into the planning and
implementation phases. The planning
phase consists of
• A preliminary comprehensive survey
of the basic data of the selected region
covering everything from climate to
employment and incomes.
• Overall planning of the development
scheme taking into consideration both the
national development plan and the suggestions and goals of the local population.
• Detailed planning of the different individual projects—in agriculture, forestry,
fishing, manufacturing, infrastructure, and
education. This detailed planning includes
feasibility studies and coordinated operation plans.
The implementation phases are
• Project preparation such as staffing
and procurement and transportation of
machines, vehicles, seeds.

• Project realization in the field. The
overall project might be broken down into
several subprojects which can either be
executed simultaneously or in stages.
• Project follow-up and control.
Advantages and disadvantages
Perhaps the major advantage of a welldesigned regional development project lies
in the integration of the constituent parts
—the individual project units. In such a
package the project units mutually reinforce each other, increasing the effectiveness and likelihood of success" of each
individual project unit. In addition, integrating several different sectoral projects
avoids the major disadvantage of an isolated project which—although successfully
fulfilling its own objectives—may at the
same time impose negative economic and
social costs on other sectors. Concentrating
such interrelated activities in one selected
region of the country also reduces problems associated with the implementation
and management of projects.
Nonetheless, regional development projects have problems of their own. They are
nearly always situated in backward areas
with economic and social disadvantages
resulting in high external costs. The project may, of necessity, include project units
which have a high priority in satisfying
social and infrastructural needs but whose
measurable economic benefits will either
be low or take some time to appear.
Hence, the cost-benefit analysis of the
total regional development project may
show a relatively low internal rate of
return on the investment. However, even if
there were no regional development, many
such social and infrastructural project
units which are not directly productive
would have to be carried out and would
thus burden the budget anyway. It might
be possible to eliminate such project units
by transferring them to the budget, but
this would certainly not be advisable if
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the full economic advantages of the integrated regional project are to be realized.
In any case, a subsequent development in
another region might have lower incremental costs—because of the experience
gained in the pilot project—and consequently the cost-benefit analysis might
show a more satisfactory result.
Another negative aspect of a regional
development project is the lengthy time to
maturity of the total project—it might take
at least ten years to overcome a region's
heritage of stagnation and underdevelopment. However, individual activities within
the overall project will certainly have
shorter yield periods, so that regional
development could be broken down into
smaller self-contained units, which could
be completed simultaneously or at intervals. Not only would this procedure facilitate the long-term implementation and
financing of the project but it would yield
important psychological advantages: the
local people would see the benefits of
some investments—which they have partly
helped to finance—in a relatively short
period of time.
Supply of manpower
The final major problem is supplying the
skilled and specialized manpower required
by the intensive and demonstrative extension services. Available skilled nationals
are usually quickly absorbed in the project and it takes. time to train additional
local manpower; because of this, much
of the necessary special training will
have to take place on the job. Unfortunately, it is also difficult to find suitable
qualified foreign experts and to retain
them over long periods in backward areas.
However, this staffing problem can be satisfactorily solved by using the services of
management consulting companies with
experience in regional development.
In sum, however, possible problems
associated with a package of integrated
projects concentrated in one region appear
to be outweighed by the possible advantages. Good results from regional development projects have been achieved in several backward areas even where the input
of capital has been relatively small. Experience shows that such projects help to
organize self-help in the local population,
improve techniques, increase and diversify agricultural production, and establish
small-scale processing plants for agricultural produce. The corhbination of such
activities creates additional, and more productive, employment, stimulates higher
incomes, and subsequently helps to overcome economic stagnation in backward
rural regions. Furthermore, the existence

of an efficient administration supervising a
regional development project has, in some
instances, stimulated other attempts at
institution building in the area—for example, the establishment of marketing and
credit cooperatives. It has also acted as an
example to local and provincial administrations of improvements that can be made.
Success, however, has largely resulted
from the concentration of a group of foreign experts and their counterparts in a
relatively small area—key villages or one
pilot province—where direct demonstrations of the benefits resulting from new
techniques could be given to the local
population. In particular, where the local
people and their leaders were given an
active part in defining project targets, the
introduction of new techniques and the
learning-by-doing process spread from the
key villages not only to the rest of the
province but also to the neighboring regions.

$7 million in 1971 toward the total cost
of $8.6 million for the second phase. The
overall project expands a small pilot
scheme originally financed in 1965 by the
United Kingdom. The second phase of the
Lilongwe project includes aerial and cadastral surveys, land registration, establishment of a produce market and fertilizer
and seed stores, construction of roads
linking farms and markets and of rainfall
diversion channels to halt erosion, and
installation of nearly 300 hand pumps to
provide drinking water. The project also
provides credit for on-farm investments,
improved seeds and fertilizers, afforestation, and technical assistance for training
staff and extension workers. (See T.A.
Blinkhorn, "Lilongwe—A Quiet Revolution," Finance and Development, June
1971; and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Annual Report,
1971.)

Examples of integrated regional
development
Examples of the World Bank's growing
interest in comprehensive rural (regional)
development are the Wolamo, Lilongwe,
and Karonga projects. These activities
have started relatively late and are using
ideas and methods originated by some
donor countries.
The Wolamo agricultural development
project—with total costs of $5.1 million
—received a $3.5 million credit in 1969
from the Bank's soft-loan affiliate, the
International Development Association
(IDA). It comprises an integrated project
to improve agriculture in Sidoma province
in the southern highlands of Ethiopia. The
Wolamo subprovince has a population of
about 543,000 Wolamos who are almost
exclusively agrarian and have developed a
high standard of animal husbandry. The
project provides for administrative reorganization, technical assistance to improve
both the yields and quality of crops, and
the construction of roads; it also encourages the development of additional water
supplies, marketing centers, and coffee
processing, and makes agricultural credit
available. The Wolamo project has, in
fact, borrowed much of the strategy and
techniques of the successful Chilalo Agricultural Development Unit—a regional
project which was established by the
Swedish International Development Association in 1967 in the neighboring province.
Regional development in Lilongwe, in
the central uplands of Malawi, has
received financial help from IDA on two
occasions: a credit of $6 million in 1968,
for the first land development phase of
the project, was followed up by a further

Karonga
The success of Lilongwe prompted the
World Bank's approval, in early 1972, of
the Karonga development project at the
northern end of Lake Malawi. The fiveyear project—to which IDA will contribute $6.6 million of the total cost of $.7.8
million—is designed to help farmers
increase their output of food and cash
crops through the construction of flood
control, irrigation and drainage works for
rice schemes and through improved cultivation techniques for maize, cotton, and
groundnuts. In addition, the project
involves livestock development, provision
of agricultural credit, rehabilitation of
freight services on Lake Malawi, and an
improved health scheme—featuring hospitals with rural health outposts—designed
to increase agricultural productivity and
control the serious bilharzia disease. Providing services of this nature—all interconnected and integrated under a single project—has come to be regarded by the
World Bank as a crucial strategy in attacking rural poverty.
The development of the Paktia province
in southeast Afghanistan is an example of
a regional project that has received
bilateral aid. Paktia has a population
of about 1.4 million—of whom about
500,000 are nomads—with at least
100,000 men unemployed in 1966. The
province has, since 1965, been helped by
the German Technical Assistance Service.
A consulting company has been responsible for planning and coordinating several
project units in, for example, agriculture,
forestry, and small-scale industry, and for
the development of some supplementary
infrastructure.
continued on page 38
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The physical dimensions that make the
urbanization problem in the developing
countries so severe are fourfold—rapid
urban population growth, worsening
income distribution, mounting unemployment, and increasing deterioration in average living conditions for city populations.
The financial dimension of the urban
problem is an acute shortage of total
resources available for development, coupled with heavy costs of providing urban
services.
The drift to the cities
Urban population growth in developing
countries is at an all time high. The current growth rate averages about 5 per
cent a year, half of which is due to natural increase, and half to rural-urban migration. With very little prospect of immediate change in the growth rate (birth
control programs are only slowly effective,
and programs to curtail the migratory
movement have been notably unsuccessful), the urban population of developing
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Slums,
housing shortages,
unemployment, poor
transport systems,
and congestion threaten
cities in developed and
developing countries
alike. But urban
problems in the LDCs
are compounded, by
physical and financial
constraints.
One possible remedy is
a "minimal standard"
approach to urban
services in combination
with government priority
for job creation.
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countries is, by 2000 A. D., projected to
! increase by over 1 billion people or by
{more than three times the total urban
j population of the developed world in
! 1960. Even though rural and small town
populations are growing at a rate unprecedented at comparable periods in the history of the developed world, the proportion of population in urban areas (above
I 20,000) to population in rural areas will
j increase from 15 per cent in 1960 to 31
| per cent in the year 2000.
; As might be expected, countries with
• the highest rates of total population
i growth and with the highest proportion of
rural to urban populations will experience
the highest rates of increase in urban populations. Generally in the developing
:
countries, one urban center, several times
i the size of the next largest, has borne
:
the brunt of the most rapid population
increases in each country. Lagos grew from
a city of less than 250,000 to l>/2 million
in population between 1950 and 1970;
Bangkok grew from under 1 million to 3

million during the same period; and
Bogota grew from 650,000 to 2.5 million
during the same period. Each of these cities far surpasses in size other cities in
their respective countries. If such a trend
continues—as seems likely—large cities of
over half a million inhabitants will probably undergo the most rapid growth.

Income inequality
Ironically, a major enticement to ruralurban migrants is the very real income
differential between countryside and town.
Average per capita income in major cities
is often 3 to 5 times that of the countryside. But income differentials within the
cities are often as great, if not greater,
than those between city and countryside,
with wealth concentrated in the hands of
a very small segment of urban population.
In Dakar, for example, average per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) is about
$600 compared with $130 in the surrounding countryside, yet as many as 80
per cent of the urban families have

incomes too low to pay for minimum
public housing as presently conceived.
Such income inequality is subjecting an
increasingly high proportion of urban population in the developing world to despondency and listlessness. Conditions of slum
dwelling, unemployment, and low per
capita incomes breed despair that, as numbers increase and awareness sets in, may
erupt into violent protest.

Jobless in the city
A wretched complement to the problem
of worsening income distribution is steadily increasing unemployment among the
urban poor. Urban unemployment affecting between 10 per cent and 20 per cent
of the potential labor force (and particularly the 15-24 year old age bracket) is
not uncommon in the developing countries, and has been estimated to be as high
as 30 per cent in a number of major cities.
The mounting urban unemployment of
the last two decades is not likely to abate
108

"Urban conditions will continue to deteriorate even further in the next decade as urban populations la the LDCs soar to one billion."
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in the years ahead. International Labor
Organization projections indicate that the
total labor force of developing countries
will expand by at least 25 per cent
between 1970 and 1980. While urban labor
force participation rates tend to be somewhat lower than for the overall population
(since urban workers tend to enter the
labor force later and retire earlier than
agricultural workers), it is unlikely—given
the high urban population growth rate—
that the rate of increase in the urban labor
force will be significantly less than the
projections for the developing world.
Paradoxically, the numbers of the potentially employable are rising sharply at a
time when the rate of increase in employment opportunities in the small modern
wage paid section of the urban developing
world is diminishing. Modern industrial
output is expanding, but technological
advances are reducing the requirement for
industrial employment to about one half
the growth rate of industrial output.
Further, modern industries are in some
instances replacing small-scale handicrafts,
and thereby reducing employment. The
more traditional sectors of the urban
economy (including the bazaar sector and
"catch-all" service sector) are absorbing
the larger proportion of the labor force,
though employment in these sectors often
tends to be marginal.
Living conditions
Urban existence for the mounting
numbers of unemployed or marginally
employed is bleak, and prospects for amelioration still bleaker. Slum populations
growing at a rate of 20 per cent or more
a year in big cities are on their way to
dominating city populations. Various cities
in developing countries already have
shantytown populations that account for 50
per cent or more of the city population.
Yet, despite the growing proportion of
urban poor, municipalities have generally
failed to act in their behalf. A World
Health Organization document prepared
for the 1972 UN Conference on Human
Environment has indicated that less than
25 per cent of urban families receive
water in their houses or courtyards (and
even then the water is often unsafe or
insufficient) and that only 12 per cent of
urban families in developing countries
have sewage facilities. Few squatter areas
receive municipal services beyond some
marginal system of electricity supply, and
what limited public housing is available is
too costly for the poor to afford. Unless
determined action is taken to accommodate or counter current trends, urban conditions will deteriorate even further in the

next decade as urban populations in the
developing world soar to an estimated one
billion. The task requires a commitment
to creative planning since municipalities
are hamstrung in undertaking constructive
reform by the physical, financial, and institutional dimensions of the problem.
The poverty trap
Municipal governments are caught
between a severe shortage of capital
resources and high costs of urban development. Income levels in the majority
of countries are less than $250 per
capita, and in many others as low as
$150. (While average urban incomes are
generally higher than rural incomes, the
rate of increase in urban populations
requiring public services is also higher; the
net savings per head of population tend
therefore to be roughly the same in cities
and countryside.)
The extent of the gap between possible
resource mobilization and the cost of providing employment, housing, and other
urban infrastructure for the urban population can be explained vividly and simply.
As an example, assume that a city has a
population of 500,000 and a per capita
income of $150. At a savings rate of 10
per cent, the city will generate $7.5 million in gross savings annually. If population grows 6 per cent annually and 60 per
cent enter the labor force, there will be
30,000 new people and 18,000 new labor
force entrants each year. The annual capital cost of creating employment for the
incremental work force would be $21.6
million, assuming the modest cost of
$1,200 per worker. The annual cost of
providing the additional population with
necessary infrastructure including housing
would amount to $15 million, assuming a
low per capita cost rate of $500. Thus,

some $36.6 million would be required)
annually compared to a total gross savingsof only $7.5 million.
The gap between needed costs and
available savings becomes still larger when
both the capital costs of providing infrastructure for the deprived existing population and the current costs of maintaining
and replacing existing municipal facilities
and services are included in the calculation.
The dilemma of our hypothetical city is j
a real one for most of the urban developing world. In Bombay municipal revenues '
in 1970 totaled $84 million—roughly half ,
of the total annual capital requirements
estimated for the new population. With an
average per capita income of $288, the
base for taxation in Bombay is simply too
small even for improved municipal finance
fully to make up the difference. A shortage of resources for urban growth is characteristic even of cities with relatively
high average levels of per capita income.
The solution?
There is no single remedy for urban deterioration: political commitment to act in
behalf of the squatter and other urban
poor is an important ingredient. Must cities erupt into violence before the need to
improve living conditions becomes focal
to the politician, or before higher-income
residential groups become fully conscious
of the need to forego some material
increase for the benefit of the city at large?
Rational urban planning and development
—-which will involve the determination of
policies for land use, transportation, and
housing—will require clarification and
collective agreement on long-range social
goals.
As difficult as is the achievement of
political concern and consensus on the
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need for urban reform, it is not the only
problem. As we have noted, the urban
developing world is horrifyingly short of
resources with which to confront the
progressive deterioration in quality of
urban life. Partial remedy may be found
in international capital transfers and local
capital formation, but the scale of needs
outweighs even the most optimistic projections of possible resource mobilization.
The physical and financial dimensions of
the problem force the planner to ask new
questions relating to hitherto assumed
urban needs.
The capital requirements of the
industrialization/urbanization process are
in all countries related to higher aspirations and standards than in the past. Most
larger urban centers are closely connected
with the more industrialized countries
abroad, which they often resemble more
closely than they do minor towns in their
own country. This resemblance, or desired
resemblance, is to the disadvantage of
much of the urban developing world; the
costs involved in providing similar conditions for living are, as we have noted, far
beyond the means available. Provision of
modern transport, social services, education, and urban amenities on the pattern
of the more developed world requires
extremely high capital and operating costs.
The question whether the urban developing world can adapt itself to a more practical and less ambitious concept of an
adequate standard of living becomes pertinent, if not crucial, to an urban solution.

Calcutta. Estimated Income Distribution by Household, 1971

Income Groups
(Current Rs per month)
Less than Rs 1 00
Rs 100-299
Rs 300-499
Rs 500-699
Rs 700-over
Total

Housing Expenses
Capacity Range:
15% RentIncome Ratio

Per Cent
of Total
Households
1971

Total
Households
1971
(in 100,000)

Less than Rs 1 5
Rs 15-44
Rs 45-74
Rs 75-104
Rs 105-over

16.3
46.7
16.1
7.8
13.1
100.0

2.33
6.69
2.31
1.12
1.87
14.32

approximation—then on the basis of the
income distribution estimated for the Calcutta population and presented in the
table below, 87 per cent of households
could not afford such a dwelling. Even if
monthly payments were cut by half, the
mortgage (not to mention the costs of
maintenance and operation) would still be
beyond the reach of about 67 per cent of
the households.
It is accordingly no surprise to find that

public housing intended for low-income
groups is frequently occupied by middleincome families. In fact, perhaps three
quarters of the population in the major
cities of the poorer developing countries
cannot afford the economic rent of the
conventional type "low cost" housing.
Even assuming substantial transfers by
way of subsidies, total national savings are
quite inadequate for the effort required.
The problem is compounded by high land

Lower standards—wider benefits
The necessity for a minimal standard
approach to urban development in the
developing world can be illustrated readily
in the field of housing.
In the developed countries, the basic
problem of housing derives primarily from
social and institutional rigidities; in the
developing countries housing needs estimated at a staggering $12 billion a year
are simply beyond national resources.
Further, housing costs at the standards
perceived are financially beyond the reach
of low-income families, making the demand
for housing in developing countries largely
"noneffective."
The practical aspects of noneffective
demand can be demonstrated using India as
an example. With a loan of Rs 8,000 (the
reasonable cost of a "minimum" dwelling)
at 10 per cent interest for 10 years,
annual debt service payments would be
Rs 1,304 or monthly payments of Rs 109.
If every household in Calcutta were prepared to spend 15 per cent of its income
on mortgage payments—a reasonable first

Slum clearance in Amman, Jordan: in all countries the capital requirements of the industrialization/urbanization process are related to higher aspirations and standards than
in the past.
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costs, limited mortgage facilities, and
poorly organized construction industries.
Therefore, for at least the poorer countries of the developing world, public provision of conventional low-cost housing
for the urban poor directly or indirectly is
simply not a practical proposition.
The necessity of relating infrastructure
costs to the incomes of the people is valid
for the provision of sewerage, electricity,
and other urban amenities, as well as
housing (though housing is the greatest
urban cost representing often 60-70 per
cent of the total). The magnitude of
urban investments, however, is such that
much more than slight changes in project
design is required. A realistic appraisal of
what minimal facilities for water supply,
sanitation services, transport, educational
and health services constitute satisfactory
living conditions is basic to successful
urban reform. For only by reducing the
standards of urban project design to a
somewhat more spartan, though acceptable level, and by seeking less costly means
of execution can the bulk of the needy
be included in the benefits of economic
development.

Self-help
Self-help is an important aspect'of such
an approach. Tn many of the rapidly
growing cities, over half the population
has, unaided, provided itself with some
form of dwelling, however inferior. Such
self-help efforts among the urban poor
can readily be harnessed for house construction. The payoff is high—radically
reduced housing costs and increased
national and personal savings (a tendency
among all home builders). Equally significant, self-help housing construction has
the important effect of creating employment for those most in need of work. The
labor component, often as great as 40 per
cent of standard housing construction
costs, has been estimated to be closer to
50 per cent for minimal standard self-help
housing construction. It has been estimated that if minimal standard self-help
construction is encouraged in Calcutta,
urban infrastructure development could
provide at least 35 man-years of employment for each Rs 100,000 of expenditure—
a significant impact in a city of large-scale
unemployment; the investment required
to generate direct employment would be
roughly $450 per worker or (assuming a
33 per cent labor force participation rate)
a modest $150 per capita.
A minimal standard program for urban
development can stimulate employment in
other ways. Less immediate, though significant, is the increase in economic activity

Do-it-yourself construction in Bolivia: the payoff is high.
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that urban rehabilitation generates—that is
to say dying cities come to life. A potential benefit which can derive from minimal
standard programs that has become much
more important is the rehabilitation of the
very small-scale service related industries
similar to the cottage industry 'of semirural
areas.
Creative planning
A minimal standard approach to urban
development is largely empirical. Physical, financial, and attitudinal differences
among cities in the LDCs color the identification of minimal standards of urban
facilities and services, the mobilization of
human and financial resources, and the
acceptability of urban plans.
Although a flexible, nonstandardized
approach to urban development increases
the complexity of urban planning, advantage can be taken of the characteristics of
a particular environment which helps to
minimize project costs.
A minimal standard approach requires
that assumptions regarding "fixed" requirements and standards be broken down.
Assuming a certain need is fixed may
not be valid on close analysis. As an
illustration, it was estimated in one case
study that all the demands placed on a
major water system would involve'expansion of storage capacity by 20 per cent—
an enormous investment. Such an investment would not be required if consumers
would reduce their demand for water by a
few percentage points for short periods—a
probable result if consumers were faced
with the alternative of paying the full cost
of the water that they received during
those critical periods. Costs and benefits
vary with each locale and need to be
related clearly to each standard proposed.
As noted earlier, successful minimal
standard projects have also to take into
consideration attitudinal differences. A
good example is that of self-help housing
construction. In some urban areas the
provision of limited housing "core" structures may be required to stimulate selfhelp efforts while, in areas with more
available land, the mere provision of urban
services may stimulate self-help in housing
construction. Roof loans provided by the
government proved successful in generating home building in one case; the provision of minimum urban amenities at low
cost appeared sufficient to generate home
building in another.
Site and service projects
One such project financed recently by
the World Bank is a low-income settlement scheme in Senegal. The project,

involving the provision of building lots,
related social services (schools and health
facilities), and technical assistance (for a
follow-on national program) is designed
to stimulate self-help housing construction
for some 20,000 families. The low-income
families for which the project is intended
earn incomes too small ($40 to $120 per
month) to qualify for standard public
housing (typically $5,100 per household
unit). In fact, under the present public
housing program, only 20 per cent of all
new households (based on the expected
income distribution) and less than 50 per
cent of all existing public housing applicants can afford the $25 monthly mortgage payment required. Under the sites
and services project, installment payments
of $9 a month are within the means of an
additional 40 per cent of new households,
and all existing public housing applicants.
The low cost of urban amenities that
make up a serviced building lot in this
particular project is the result of carefully
limiting standards and using labor-intensive building methods where practicable.
With the exception of a few unpaved
streets for pedestrians, roads are limited
to essential arteries; public water fountains are provided at a ratio of one per
100 households with the possibility of private water connections at additional cost:
pit privies are required for all households
except where private water connection
necessitates septic tanks; electricity is provided for public street lighting, and available for private lot connections at extra
cost. As a result the cost of roads is reduced to one seventh, water distribution
to one half, and sewerage and drainage to
one third that in public housing operations.
The cost of such a serviced lot (excluding power distribution lines and the extension of other primary infrastructure paid
for by the government) is estimated at
$290, or $3.60 per month for 15 years
(including land preparation costs, interest,
water service charges, and management
costs). The project also provides for
schools, health facilities, and community
cultural and recreational sites—the costs
of which are typically not charged to the
individual household.
Housing material costs under this
scheme—which are estimated on the basis
of self-help housing construction—bring
total monthly installment costs up to $9.
Labor costs constitute about 40 per cent
of private housing costs in Senegal: consequently, if labor costs are excluded, the
cost of a typical dwelling of 60 square
meters is reduced to about $460 which,
together with the cost of the serviced lot,

can be repaid relatively easily over a 15year period.
The site and services project in Senegal
is. a realistic response to the urban needs
of exploding populations in Dakar and
Thies. At a cost of about $100 per capita
(households average over seven persons),
a significant amount of basic infrastructure can be supplied to these areas. It is
estimated that the 20,000 housing units
constructed over the next five years would
be some 10,000 units more than would be
built at comparable cost by the public
housing authority under its standard lowcost housing program. Thus the site and
services scheme, designed to meet minimal
standards and to motivate self-help labor,
minimizes costs both to the householder
and to the government. Further, the
scheme will have the important effect of
creating employment (in construction of
schools, clinics, public lavatories, installation of infrastructure and preparation of
land, as well as construction), stimulating
the mobilization of private savings, and
breaking the current trend toward deterioration.
Another significant minimal standard
program is neighborhood improvement,
under which existing squatter settlements
are provided minimal utilities and services. The program offers a practical alternative to the tremendous social and economic costs of relocating inhabitants and
reconstructing urban infrastructure. The
capital formation in infrastructure in
slum settlements is a considerable asset.
Upgrading these communities, rather than
tearing them down, can be the only realistic response to urban needs, particularly
for the poorer developing countries.
Even minimal standard programs, such
as sites and services, will tax to the limit
the financial resources of most developing
countries. Yet they are realistic programs.
In their choice of urban investment alternatives such countries will have to resolve
the dilemma of excessive real demand for
high-income and medium-income facilitie
against the equally real but unexpressed
demand for minimal facilities of the lowincome groups. But only in their choice of
the latter will they effectively tackle the
urban problem—the problem of providing
adequate conditions of living for rapidly
increasing urban populations. At the same
time, few programs offer as promising a
road to large-scale employment generation
as these minimum standard programs.
It's a difficult choice confronting the
cities in the developing world: perhaps, as
Andrew Jackson, an early U. S. President
once remarked, they will have to learn to
elevate their sights a little lower.
HD
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EAST-WEST
TRADE

E. Amid-hozour and J. Somogyi

Background and the current
situation on the changing
pattern and volume of EastWest trade. A later article will
discuss trends and future
possibilities.

Faced with the need to reconstruct their
economies after World War II, East European countries put great emphasis on the
development of trade among themselves;
trade with the rest of the world was considered as only supplementary. The 1960s
saw a change in this situation; it became
increasingly plain that economic cooperation between the East and the rest of the
world could be mutually beneficial, and
the role of foreign trade in Eastern Europe was adjusted accordingly.
During the 1960s trade became a part
of domestic growth efforts, and its renewed importance reinforced links between East European economies and both
developed countries and less developed
countries. East-West trade expanded rapidly, and East European countries came to
rely more and more on imports of manu-

factured goods from the developed countries. In order to finance these imports,
East European countries sought to increase their exports to Western countries
and cooperated with Western firms especially in the development of natural resources and the creation of industrial
infrastructure. In addition, Western countries made credits available on an increasing scale in order to finance exports to
East European countries.
East European countries together accounted for perhaps one third of total industrial output (East and West) in 1970,
but for only some 10 per cent of total
trade of the Eastern and Western countries (Table 1). The new decade accordingly opened with an awareness that there
was room for a larger volume of trade
with the West than then existed. In the
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as to raise the share of consumption in
national income—a move likely in itself to
lead to higher imports.
Some characteristics
Foreign trade in the East and in the
West differs significantly because of the
two political systems.
A major determinant of trade flows in
Western countries is relative prices which
in turn reflect relative costs between countries. Within a Western economy, demand
and supply are the most important factors
determining prices. In East European
countries, however, plans and planning requirements mainly determine trade flows,
pricing policy does not necessarily reflect
market conditions, and, moreover, domestic prices are largely insulated from external influences.
In an East European country trade is
conducted by state organizations, whereas
in Western countries trade is predominantly a matter for the private sector. Finally, since planners in Eastern Europe
determine mainly what to produce and
sell, competition does not play the same
* Electrical goods for export from Romania:
~ "during the 1960s trade became a part
of domestic growth efforts."

last two years, this feeling has gained
strength; recent economic changes in East-

ern Europe seek, inter alia, to increase
efficiency by encouraging exports, as well

Table 1
Indicators of World Population, Industrial Output, and Foreign Trade in 1970
Per Cent of Total
Industrial
output
Population

Foreign Trade Turnover
Per cent
Per
capita US$
share

Developed countries

21.5

55.0

69.3

142

Less developed countries

43.0

7.0

19.1

20

East European countries
World

35.5

38.0

11.3

14

100.0

100.0

100.0

43

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, New York.

role in securing efficiency as it does in a
Western economy.
East European exports to the developed
countries consist mainly of raw materials.
Since East European countries are seeking
to industrialize their economies rapidly,
their demand for imports from developed
countries is consistent and high. In contrast, difficulties can arise in connection
with East European exports to developed
countries. On the one hand, there is a
limited market for primary goods in the
developed countries (except for fuel and
gas); on the other hand, the East European countries have not developed the
kind or quality of manufactured goods
that can be marketed easily in developed
countries.
There is also a major difference in the
role of services in East-West trade—particularly managerial services and tourism.
Although management is often ignored in
discussions of East-West trade, the re-
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form-minded East European countries
have long been interested in importing
managerial as well as technical skills. A
relatively less developed managerial ability
is probably one of the most important
comparative disadvantages of the Eastern
countries compared with Western countries. Tourism from Western countries has
been a rapidly growing industry in East
European countries, notably in Hungary,
Bulgaria, and Romania. It has been growing much faster than national income, and
also faster than commodity exports.

Table 3
Value of Western Countries' Exports to East European Countries in 1970

Developed countries
Austria
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States
Yugoslavia
Other

Dimensions and geography
In 1970, the value of imports by the
East European countries from all Western
countries totaled US$8.7 billion, and the
corresponding export total was US$7.6
billion (Tables 2 and 3). The East European countries' imports from developed
countries were US$7.0 billion, and their
exports amounted to US$6.3 billion; the
corresponding figures for the less developed countries were US$1.7 billion for

Subtotal
Less developed countries
Latin America
Middle East
Other Asian
Africa (excl. South Africa)
Other
Subtotal
Total

Value of East European Countries' Exports to the West in 1970
(In millions of U. S. dollars)

To developed To less developed
countries
countries
(ID
(I)

Total
(1 + II)

Per cent
of total

315.7
975.2

12.8

66.6
167.5
89.0
82.5
184.6
140.2

532.5
617.9
1,209.0
679.2

2,743.4

557.1

3,300.5

43.3

6,342.5

1,287.5

7,630.0

100.0

249.1
807.7

443.5
535.4
1,024.4
539.0

U. S. S. R.
Total

Source: IMF and World Bank Group. Direction of Trade, various issues.

imports and US$1.3 billion for exports.
The largest trading country in Eastern Europe is the U.S.S.R. On the Western side,
the largest trading country is the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Throughout the 1960s, the percentage
of world trade accounted for by developed countries grew from 65 per cent
in 1961 to 69 per cent in 1970, but the
share of East European countries remained unchanged at about 10 per cent.
Relative importance of East-West
trade
East-West trade is of far greater importance to the East European countries,
representing some 30 per cent of their

Per cent
of total

368.4
361.4
647.0
1,296.6
701.8
446.8
620.0
353.3
538.5
1,663.2

4.2
4.1
7.4
14.8
8.0
5.1
7.1
4.0
6.1
19.0

6,997.0

80.3

318.3
646.2
660.3
215.3
129.0

3.6
7.4
7.5
2.4
1.4

1,711.1
8,708.1

19.6
100.0

Source: IMF and World Bank Group, Direct/on of Trade, various issues.

Table 2

Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Eastern Germany
Hungary
Poland
Romania

In millions
of U. S. dollars

4.1
7.0
8.1

15.8
8.9

total trade, whereas it represents only
about 3.5 per cent of the total trade of
the West. However, the relative importance of East-West trade differs markedly
among individual countries. In 1970 the
share of exports of East European countries with the West ranged from 23 per
cent to 45 per cent (Table 4). It is highest
for Romania and Poland, and lowest for
the U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria. Similar patterns exist with regard to the share of imports of East European countries from
Western countries, which range from 27
per cent for Bulgaria to 48 per cent for
Romania.
Among the Western countries, Yugoslavia, Finland, and Austria have a considerably greater proportion of their trade with
Eastern Europe than other Western coun-
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What Is East-West Trade?
East-West trade is defined as the
trade of East European countries
with developed and less developed
countries as defined in Direction of
Trade, a monthly published jointly
by the Fund and the World Bank
Group. £asf European countries
comprise Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Eastern Germany, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, and the U.S.S.R.
Developed countries comprise the
industrial countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States), and
other developed areas (Australia,
Finland, Greece, Iceland, Ireland,
Malta, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain,
South Africa, Turkey, and Yugoslavia).
Less developed countries comprise
the other countries listed in Direction ol Trade. The following countries are excluded from this study:
Albania,
mainland China,
Cuba,
Mongolia, North Korea, and North
Vietnam. These exclusions amount
to about 20 per cent of the value of
East-West trade. Furthermore, trade
between the Federal Republic of
Germany and Eastern Germany is
not included in the national foreign
trade statistics and, therefore, is not
treated as part of East-West trade.
The value of this trade amounts to
about 6 per cent of the value of
East-West trade.

proportion of their exports going to East
European countries is important to their
overall growth effort.
Commodity structure
Two thirds of total world trade, including trade between East European countries, is in manufactures and one third in
raw materials (Table 6). The pattern of
the total trade of East European countries, including trade between themselves,
is divided in this way in almost exactly
the same proportions. But in their trade
with the West, East European countries
are much more dependent on raw mate-

rials, which account for 45 per cent of exports and 39 per cent of their imports.
The commodity structure of the trade of
Eastern Europe with the West is far from
uniform. Trade with developed countries
consists of a small proportion of exports
of manufactures from Eastern Europe,
and a large proportion of imports of manufactures from the developed West. In
trade with the less developed countries,
the reverse applies: East European exports to the latter are dominated by manufactures, while East European imports
from these countries are primarily raw
materials.

Table 4
Share of East European Countries' Exports and Imports to and from the West
in 1970
(In per cent of total)
Exports to
Less
Developed developed
countries countries
(I)
(ID
(I + N)
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Eastern Germany
Hungary
Poland
Romania
U.S.S.R.

Imports from
Less
Developed developed
countries countries
(IV)
(V)
(IV + V)

16.0

7.7

23.7

20.1

6.7

24.4

9.8

34.2

27.4

7.7

35.1

23.8

5.6

29.4

27.8

5.0

32.8

31.0

6.0

37.0

31.6

6.3

37.9

30.3

7.8

38.1

27.5

5.7

33.2

45.0

40.9
23.8

7.4

48.3

7.8

31.6

34.5
18.9

10.5
4.4

23.3

26.8

Source: General Agreemnent on Tariffs and Trade, Internaalti;lonal Trade, Geneva.

Table 5

tries. The shares of their exports to this
area amounted to 32 per cent, 16 per
cent, and 13 per cent, respectively, in
1970 (Table 5). The share of other West
European countries averaged approximately 4 per cent. The United States, in
contrast, sold less than 1 per cent of its
total exports to Eastern Europe. A number of factors have contributed to the
relatively high volume of trade between
Western Europe and Eastern Europe: the
geographic closeness, traditional trade
connections, and structures of export industries and import demands that have favored intra-European trade.
The share of exports of less developed
countries to Eastern Europe in 1970 represented slightly more than 3 per cent of
their total exports. Although the trade of
less developed countries is overwhelmingly
with developed countries, even the small

Share of Western Countries' Exports and Imports to and from East European
Countries in 1970
(In per cent of total)
Share of exports
Developed countries
Austria
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Yugoslavia
Less developed countries
Latin America
Middle East
Asia (excl. Japan)
Africa (excl. South Africa)

Share of imporl

13..0
15.7.

16.1

32.0

20.5

3.6
3.8
5.3
5.0
4.1
3.2
0.8

2.2
5.6
5.0
1.9

5.1

2.4
3.7
5.5
4.7
2.1
4.0
0.5

1.0
6.8
2.8
2.4

Source: IMF and World Bank Group, Direct/on of Trade, various issues.
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Eighty per cent of East European imports from the developed countries in
1970 were manufactured goods, mainly
machinery and equipment (Table 7). The
raw materials imported from the developed countries include cereals and wool.
In the East European exports to the developed countries, raw materials have a
large share (56 per cent); they consist of
agricultural products, minerals, metals,
and natural gas. Exports of manufactured
products comprise mostly less sophisti-

cated consumer goods and semifinished
products.
The structure of the trade with the less
developed countries is—not surprisingly
—very different. The share of manufactures in the East European countries' exports to the less developed countries was
77 per cent in 1970, only slightly higher
than in 1960 (Table 7). The manufactured exports to the less developed countries consist of machinery and industrial
goods, such as tractors, textile machinery,

Table 6
Composition and Direction of Exports in 1970
(In billions of U S. dollars)

TO

Developed
countries l

Less
'developed
countries

East
European
countries

All
countries

42.0
128.0

7.1
33.5

1.4
5.5

50.5
167.0

170.0

40.6

6.9

217.5

30.8
8.9

7.3
3.3

2.3
0.4

40.4
12.6

39.7

10.6

2.7

53.0

3.5
2.8

0.7
2.3

4.7
12.7

8.9
17.8

6.3

3.0

17.4

26.7

76.3
13917

15.1
39.1

8.4
18.6

99.8
197.4

216.0

54.2

27.0

297.2

FROM
Developed countries
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total
Less developed countries
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total
East European countries
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total
All countries
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total
Source:
1

UN, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. July 1972.
Definitions of areas differ from that of Direction of Trade.

Table 7
Composition of Trade of East European Countries
(In per cent of total)

1960
With developed countries l
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total
With less developed countries i
Nonmanufactures
Manufactures
Total

1970

Exports

Imports

Exports

Imports

68
32
100

28
72
100

56
44
100

20
80
100

25
75
100

90
10
100

23
77
100

85
15
100

Source: UN, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Direction of Trade, various issues,
Definition of areas differs from that of Direction of Trade.

1

sugar refineries, and military equipment.
The East European imports from the less
developed countries are dominated by raw
materials (85 per cent of total). The reasons for this difference in the commodity
structure of trade with less developed
countries are obvious enough, being based
on the demand and supply situation in
the respective areas.
Development of East-West trade
(1) 1960-70.—During the 1960s, imports by East European countries from
developed countries not only grew faster
than East European industrial production
but also faster than the area's imports
from all Western countries. Industrial production in the 1960s rose at an average
annual rate of 8 per cent in the East European countries and at 7 per cent in developed countries. In the same period,
East European imports from the developed countries rose at an average annual
rate of 12 per cent, while their total imports rose at an average annual rate of
only 6.5 per cent. During 1960-69, East
European countries' exports to the developed countries increased at an average annual rate of 10 per cent.
Among the West European countries,
Germany, Italy, and France experienced
export surpluses with the East European
countries while the United Kingdom had a
deficit. Average rates of growth of East
European countries' exports varied between 7.5 per cent and 15 per cent. Romania and Bulgaria, with low starting
bases, achieved the highest rate of export
growth, whereas the rates of growth for
Poland and Eastern Germany were much
lower. In the last few years, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia were able to accelerate the rate of growth of their exports to developed countries, while the rate
of growth of exports of the U.S.S.R. and
Eastern Germany slowed down markedly.
Imports by East European countries from
less developed countries grew at an annual
rate of 10 per cent in the 1960s, whereas
exports of East European countries to less
developed countries rose at an annual rate
of 12 per cent.
(2) 1970-71.—The most recently completed Five-Year Plans of the East European countries covered the years 1966-70.
In 1970, there was an acceleration of
imports from developed countries, particularly in the first half of the year, as
import allocations that had not been taken
up earlier were utilized while they were
still available. Romania, Poland, and Bulgaria achieved the fastest rates of export
growth to developed countries in 1970,
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with increases of more than 20 per cent.
The exports of other East European countries to the West rose by between 12 per
cent and 15 per cent.
In 1970-71 practically all developed
countries increased their imports from
Eastern Europe in about the same proportion as their total import growth. This
marks a departure from the pattern dur-

ing the 1960s. Another feature of recent
East-West trade developments has been an
increase in the import surplus of East European countries coupled with a corresponding increase in trade credit to these
countries.
The pattern and structure of East-West
trade are complex and changing. They depend in part upon the economies of the

East and of the West and in part upon
political attitudes to trade. Moreover, the
situation of individual countries within
each of the two broad groupings differs
significantly. The evidence of the 1960s is
that both Eastern and Western countries
have become increasingly aware that a
growing volume of trade can be mutually
beneficial.
Ell

ASSEMBLY
INDUSTRIES
IN THE CARIBBEAN

standard to which other workers aspire.
Unions are strong and membership is
widespread and accounts for 30 per cent
of the employed labor force. Under these
circumstances, it is not surprising that
labor-intensive industry has generally
avoided this high wage economy; thus,
unemployment remains a serious problem,
with an estimated 13 per cent of the labor
force without work. However, an innovative fiscal approach was taken in 1972: as
an employment incentive, firms taking on
additional labor have their income tax
burden reduced.

evident for the majority of industries established under fiscal-incentive legislation.
There appears to be ample scope for a
shift in the incentive laws to encourage
greater labor utilization.
Wide differences in average wage rates
exist in the Caribbean countries, but low
average wages, as indicated by a low per
capita GNP, do not always correlate with
a high concentration of assembly plants.
To be sure, Haiti, the country with the
lowest per capita GNP, has attracted a
large number of assembly operations relative to the size of the economy. Similarly,
the lack of assembly activity in Trinidad
and Tobago owes much to its relatively
high wage structure. On the other hand,
the per capita incomes of Barbados and
Jamaica are almost twice as high as that
of the Dominican Republic, and while the
latter has only a few assembly operations,
the former two countries have built up an
extensive industry.
The experiences of the Caribbean countries indicate that, with appropriate incentives, assembly industries can provide a
useful remedy to unemployment while at
the same time having a favorable impact
on the balance of payments. For the
longer run, these industries provide an
opportunity for local entrepreneurs with
few capital resources to establish competitive manufacturing enterprises and to lay a
base for expansion into other industrial
activities.
ED

continued from page 22

There is evidence, moreover, of a measure of instability among the assembly
enterprises, as plant closings have been far
more frequent than among all companies
operating under the incentive laws. Important factors associated with the relatively
high rate of close downs include a very
high proportion of foreign ownership and
minimal capital outlay, facilitating mobility.
In Trinidad and Tobago, assembly industries have been relatively unimportant,
although manufacturing in general has
been a growth sector during the past decade. Most of the 500 firms are small and
locally owned and were stimulated by. an
import substitution program based on
fiscal incentive laws. However, the firms
are relatively capital intensive—the average capital per worker in manufacturing is
estimated at US$4,700. The capital-intensive nature of production finds its origin
in the high average wage structure of the
economy of Trinidad and Tobago. The
high wages and generous fringe benefits
enjoyed by workers in the petroleum sector
make it the pacesetter in the economy, the

Opportunity for assembly industries
The Caribbean countries considered
here have had widely different experiences
with assembly industries, although all
share the basic problem of chronic and
high unemployment, despite large-scale
emigration. Proximity to the important
U. S. market is broadly comparable among
the countries. In any case, minor differences in proximity to the United States do
not appear to be a crucial factor; the
Dominican Republic has attracted little
assembly industry, while in Barbados such
operations are considered an important
element of the national economy.
All the countries provide generous, and
generally comparable, fiscal incentives to
new industries—income tax holidays and
exemption of duty on capital imports. A
bias toward capital-intensive production is
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THE SNAKE

IN THE TUNNEL
continued from page 13

for the settlement of international transactions.
It appears likely that ways will be found
which, while maintaining the principle of
using gold in settling accounts, will in effect provide for postponement of such settlements until the status of gold has been
clarified in the context of the reform of
the international monetary system. Furthermore, while central bank intervention
will generally continue to be in Community currencies, greater flexibility in intramarginal intervention, both within the
Community band and under the Smith-

INTEGRATED
REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
continued from page 25

Agricultural development of Paktia has
relied largely on intensive demonstration
and extension services, inputs of fertilizer,
improvements of seeds, tools, and techniques, construction of small and mediumscale irrigation schemes, livestock development, and agricultural research and
on successful marketing of the increased
and improved output. The forestry development was, at least at the beginning, less
successful because of tribal feuds and
large-scale exploitation of the forest stock
—the main source of income for a large
part of the increasing local population.
Nevertheless, training in improved techniques, and in wood processing and afforestation, are helping to raise forestry output in the long run.
The development of small-scale industries—the third project unit—was delayed,
due partly to some reluctance by the
donor country. Plans for an industrial
estate where several private companies
would process local raw materials (wood,
leather) or produce agricultural tools had
to be dropped. However, demonstration
workshops and information services have
been established to make local trade more
effective by providing technical and business expertise. In addition, vocational education in a technical school in the provincial capital and on-the-job training on
some projects have helped to reduce
the shortage of skilled manpower. The

sonian Agreement, are presently under consideration.
Conclusion
After April 1972 the member countries
of the European Community reduced
the fluctuation of Community currencies
against each other from the spread permitted under the Fund's decision on wider
margins. The narrowing of potential exchange rate fluctuations is the first experimental step in a unique attempt at forging
a monetary union among countries of considerable economic disparity, with differing structural problems, and with diverging policy priorities to deal with these
problems. It has often been emphasized
in dispussipns of the Community's progress toward economic integration that the
feasibility and success of a monetary union
improvement of the infrastructure centered on such projects as the construction
of graveled highways, feeder roads, and
small power stations.
Compared with the large-scale, capitalintensive irrigation projects being carried
out elsewhere in Afghanistan, planned
expenditures for the Paktia project—of
about $10 million during the Third FiveYear Plan—are relatively low (about $6
million has been received in foreign
grants). On the other hand, the results
have been so promising—in spite of several delays—that similar regional development projects in other provinces will have
a high priority in Afghanistan's next
Five-Year Plan. Results from the agricultural project units, which increased the
population's income by approximately
$0.7 million in 1968 and by almost $2 million in 1969, have been particularly important to the success of this regional project.
An interesting example of the important
role of self-help in regional projects can
be seen in the integrated development of
Turba, a rural region in Hugariah, the
southernmost district of the Yemen Arab
Republic. The Hugariah Development
Board—set up by private initiative in
1970—depends mainly on private contributions from the local population, and on
assistance from international agencies, but
also receives support from the Yemen
Government. The local people have
voluntarily constructed health centers
and feeder roads and have financed the
employment of a foreign groundwater
expert. The farmers, who have been extremely keen to obtain advice and on-thejob training from UN experts and foreign
volunteers from charitable organizations,
plan to use improved seeds, tools, and fertilizers.

is vitally dependent on a harmonization of
economic policies among the constituent
parts of the union. Differing economic policies leading to divergent trends in developments in member countries could not fail
to affect the evaluation of relative currency strengths and put the arrangement
to a severe test. Moreover, the movement
toward a monetary union occurs at a time
when changes in countries' exchange rates
have come to be considered more acceptable as a solution to economic maladjustments. Questions relating to the harmonization of economic policies and the use of
exchange rate adjustments as a policy
measure will continue to play an important
role in the future development of the
Community's progress toward a monetary
union.
ED
Future objectives of the Hugariah
Development Board include improvements
in health and education, agriculture and
livestock, rural handicrafts, the road system, and the supply of water and electricity. It is also hoped to improve the
marketing of agricultural products and to
begin manufacturing some agricultural
tools, possibly in cooperation with an
industrial estate planned for the provincial
capital. It is expected that this integrated
and regionally concentrated development
will—if the present supply of initiative
and goodwill can be coordinated into
a systematic scheme—result in great benefit to the region. Already the concentration of activity in one small region has
stimulated, not political jealousies elsewhere but imitation in other regions of
the Hugariah initiative.
The preceding generalized discussion
does not fully reflect the complexity of
the process of integrated regional development, nor reveal the sophistication and
refinements in techniques which have been
developed to deal with it. Nor does it
reflect the fact that, although the principles of regional development do not vary
much, their application in particular cases
is subject to adaptation and refinement
since projects will yield their own individual problems. Nonetheless, integrated
regional development is an important tool
in the development of backward areas and
should prove effective in meeting some of
the Second Development Decade's objectives—increases in overall economic effectiveness, an ending of regional stagnation,
a lessening of rural underemployment and
regional income inequalities, and economies in provincial administration.
ED
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chronic unemployment problem. Therefore,
this study provides an excellent opportunity
to show that, in a relatively affluent country,
a strategy combining economic growth and
increased labor participation can be achieved.
Despite a few technical inaccuracies, the
ILO report is extremely stimulating. However,
it could have been much more specific in
outlining priorities for action to the Kenyan
Government. It is true that such studies are
beset by an even greater lack of data than is
usual—even to the extent of only being able
to guess at the distribution of income. Yet, in
outlining a program that distributes from
growth, it is necessary to pinpoint those industries and agricultural strategies where such
a policy is most likely to succeed in putting
purchasing power in the hands of the poor
and to outline a plan of action that tests
concepts developed in earlier sections of the
report. This has not been made explicit and
its presence would have tightened an otherwise thought-provoking report.

book

Richard W. Longhurst

The industrial realities
of incomes policy

Can economic growth
provide more jobs?
Employment, Incomes and Equality: A Strategy for Increasing Productive Employment in
Kenya, Geneva, Switzerland, International
Labor Organization, 1972, xx + 593 pp., $10
(paper).
The interagency reports on employment,
which the ILO publishes under the World
Employment Program, are of considerable significance since they have tended to become a
focus for the debate on whether economic
growth and employment are compatible given
the lack of a method for measuring the tradeoffs between the two.
This report (the others deal with Sri Lanka,
Colombia, and Iran) is especially interesting
since Kenya has always been considered as
one of the wealthier of the developing countries; yet it is one which, despite considerable
natural resources, administrative expertise, and
foreign aid, has in the last few years had
difficulty in maintaining the momentum of
earlier development. Clearly, however, not all
Kenyans have participated in what development did take place since the country now
faces increasing population pressure and a

Blackaby, Frank (Editor), An Incomes Policy
for Britain,.distributed by Crane, Russak, New
York, for Heinemann Educational Books,
London, 1972, viii + 243 pp., $13.50.
The failure of orthodox demand management to ensure stable prices with full employment has naturally led to a search for additional policy instruments. It is, therefore, not
surprising that the last few years have seen a
dramatic growth of interest in incomes policies. However, it is one thing to talk in
abstract terms about incomes policy; it is
quite another to make concrete proposals that
will be workable at the shop-floor level.
The principal virtue of An Incomes Policy
for Britain is that it deals in the industrial
realities of incomes policy. The book is the
product of a conference attended by experts
with wide knowledge of the application of
incomes policy in different countries and at
different periods. The first four papers advance a number of concrete proposals on how
such a policy could be applied in the United
Kingdom. Then there are four chapters drawing on foreign experience, and finally contributions on trade union reactions, on public
acceptability, and on the need for a price
policy to accompany action on incomes.
For those who see incomes policy as an
easy key to price stability, the book will be
disappointing. It emerges quite clearly from
the record of the discussion that there are
conflicting views on almost every point except
the need for an incomes policy. Among the

areas of disagreement are whether policy
should seek to be redistributive or simply
anti-inflationary; whether new institutions are
needed or it is possible to work within the
framework of the existing ones; whether adherence to rules should be voluntary or compulsory; whether emphasis should be given to
centralized bargains or plant-level negotiations.
The topicality of the subject should ensure
that the book is widely studied. It makes
interesting reading and is certainly a useful
counterweight to an overfacile acceptance of
incomes policy as the simple way out of an
awkward policy dilemma.
A.D. Crockett

Industrial infanticide
in India
Bagchi, Amiya Kumar, Private Investment in
India: 1900-1939, London, Cambridge University Press, 1972, 482 pp., $19.50.
As Kingsley Davis put it, we have the
"puzzling fact" that India was "the first of
the oriental countries to feel the impact of
industrialization" and yet never completed the
transition; whereas Japan, starting later and
with fewer resources, did complete it. It is the
aim of this book to document and analyze
one of the basic reasons for the slowness of
economic growth in India—the sluggishness of
private investment. In the process, Mr. Bagchi
has produced a significant work dealing with
an important phase of Indian economic history.
One of the major contributions of the
book is to provide a statistical framework for
the determinants of private investment in
India during the period 1900-39 and to provide an analysis of the data contained within
that framework. An attempt is made first to
assess the influence of macroeconomic factors
on the fortunes of private investment. The
major manufacturing industries are then examined one by one to find out which factors
were specific to those industries and which
affected all industries to more or less the same
extent.
The author finds that the conventional
hypothesis, which emphasizes constraints on
the supply side in explaining the slow rate of
Indian economic growth, is not supported by
the facts. If industrial growth were limited by
the lack of capital, this would be reflected in
balance of payments crises and in internal
inflation which cannot be attributed primarily
to external causes. Neither of these developments came about during the period in question: apart from a few exceptional years,
India had a surplus in the balance of trade
and in the balance of payments throughout
this period; again, there was generally little
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inflation in India which could not be attributed primarily to impulses transmitted
from abroad.
The emergence of Indian entrepreneurship
in most parts of India was systematically
discouraged by the political, administrative,
and financial arrangements maintained by the
British rulers. However, where "native" entrepreneurs did emerge, they were no less enterprising than British businessmen in India. If
anything, Indians showed a greater degree of
courage, since they did not have many of the
tangible advantages that British businessmen
enjoyed because of their birth.
The author's broad thesis is that the rate of
investment in modern industry was limited
before 1914 by the governmental policy of
free trade, and after 1918 by general depression in the capitalist system combined with
the Government of India's halting and piecemeal policy of tariff protection.
In order to preserve India's usefulness as a
source of scarce foreign currency for the
British Empire and lend credence to the professed policy of free trade, India, alone among
the bigger colonies of Britain (excluding, of
course, the colonies of black Africa), was
prevented from adopting those policies of
state patronage for industry (including tariff
protection against imported goods) which
helped to industrialize Canada, Australia, and
South Africa. One consequence of this policy
was that, while the so-called new colonies
normally had an import surplus with Great
Britain, India always had an export surplus—
which served as a mechanism for the transfer
of resources from India to Britain.
The author argues convincingly that to
regard such phenomena as the continued stagnation of industrial investment and the perpetual poverty of ordinary people—which are
essentially the results of India's political and
social system and of its special place in
British imperialism—as causative factors is to
mistake the symptoms for the cause of the
disease. In so doing, Mr. Bagchi makes a
useful contribution not only to Indian economic history but to development economics.

V. V. Bhatt

How to collect taxes
Wilkenfeld, Harold C., Taxes and People in
Israel, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.,
Harvard University Press, 1973, xviii + 307 pp.,
$12.50.
A growing volume of literature has, over the
past decade, pointed to the need for developing
finance—both public and private—as a prerequisite for financing development. While
some of this literature has focused on changing
tax structure, few systematic and comprehensive studies have centered on tax collection

itself. Mr. Wilkenfeld's meticulous case study of
the development of an effective revenue administration in Israel is an important contribution in this neglected area.
The story opens bleakly with near revolt by
taxpayers as an inadequate staff seeks to
extract badly needed revenues from a backlog
of unprocessed income tax returns by using
unfounded "best judgment" assessments. However, crisis brings attention; and, with the help
of time, external technical assistance, and economic development itself, government officials
gradually succeed in putting a working system
into place. Though taxes come from people, the
goal adopted is to minimize personal contact
between taxpayer and tax administration and
to make the basis for any necessary contact
determinate, appealable, and manifestly just.
This is helped by a shift in business activity
from small proprietors to companies capable of
keeping auditable accounts. In time employees
are moved to comprehensive withholding
schedules making annual income tax returns
unnecessary.
Within the administration, efforts are concentrated on training staff—60 per cent attending some courses in one year—standardizing
procedures, and improving taxpayer relations.
In consultation with industry, standard assessment guides—relating income to measurable
indicators—are worked out for small businesses
which do not keep books. For other businesses,
simplified bookkeeping requirements are set up.
Public advisory committees with industry members are created to listen to, and advise on,
taxpayer appeals. As the collection network
improves, a program of selective criminal prosecution of tax evaders is undertaken to demonstrate the integrity of the administration in
going after big fish as well as little, and the
wisdom of voluntary compliance.
It is an interesting record, with lessons to be
drawn from both mistakes and achievements.
For all concerned with developing revenue
administrations-students,
advisors, and
administrators—this is a valuable guide, providing insight into the technical and human
problems of collecting taxes in the course of
development.
Jonathan Levin

Dorner, Peter, Land Reform and Economic
Development, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.,
Penguin Books, 1972,147 pp., $2.75.
This is an interesting and useful contribution to the reconciliation of apparent
conflict between the objectives of economic
growth and better distribution. In his little
book, the author. Director of the Land
Tenure Research Center at the University of
Wisconsin, provides much fact and wisdom,
including cogent insights into questions of
economic analysis underlying development
programs and projects.

Most importantly, he urges the inclusion of
income distribution as a variable in the analysis of costs and benefits. When this is done,
he argues, the seeming conflict between distributive justice and economic efficiency can
be made to disappear, at least as seen from
the point of view of national development
rather than that of the firm or the large
landowner. While the prescription poses some
large problems for the economist, their solution might help to illuminate the consequences of alternative policies.
Donald J. Pryor

Davies, Derek (Editor), Far Eastern Economic
Review: 1973 Asia Yearbook, Hong Kong,
321 pp.
The Far Eastern Economic Review's 1973
Asia Yearbook is a valuable source of information to students of Asia's problems and
prospects. With characteristic objectivity, the
Review's correspondents analyze the major political and economic developments in the region and their implications for the future of
Asia and the world. In a sense, the Yearbook
is a documentary on Asia as seen by Asian
eyes; it observes the scene perceptively without claiming to have answers to the complex
and compelling problems of Asia.
This material is supported by "statistical
portraits" of countries in the region. Here too,
the Review has done a great service by including a number of development indicatorshospital beds, student enrollment, circulation
of daily newspapers, number of TV and radio
receivers—that go beyond gross measures of
growth. Together with the economic and financial data in the "portraits," these indicators give the reader an accurate idea of the
state of development.
S. Sankaran

Patat, Jean-Pierre, Fondements de I'economie
moderne: Les Banques Centrales, Paris, France,
Editions Sirey, 1972, 240 pp., F 26.
Although this book is oriented toward those
commencing a fairly elementary course in
banking, it does have the virtue of being in
French, whereas much of the work previously
published has been available only in Engligh.
Mr. Patat attempts to cover a wide-ranging
spectrum of questions commencing with a
discussion of the justification for a central
bank. He proceeds to discuss the powers and
organization of central banks and then moves
on to discuss policies. In the third part of the
book he discusses the limitations upon the
powers of the central bank, both in general and
in the case of a sample of 11, mostly European,
central banks.
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Ian S. McCarthy

Finance and Development does not attempt to evaluate books or contributions
thereto by Executive Directors or members or former members of the staff of
the Internationa] Monetary Fund or the
World Bank Group but notes them as
likely to be of interest to its readers.

Unholy harmony
of interests
Streeten, Paul, The Frontiers of Development
Studies, New York, N.Y., U.S.A., Halsted Press,
1972, 469 pp., $17.95.
Twenty-seven essays, most of them previously published, are gathered together under
four headings: Development Theory and Policy;
International Movements of Capital, Money and
Goods; Projects and Technologies; and The
(British) Commonwealth. Many of the essays—
e.g., "A Critique of the 'Capital/Output Ratio'
and Its Application to Development Planning"
—are for economists; others—such as "Overseas
Development Policies under the Labour
Government" (written with Dudley Seers)—are
aimed at a wider audience. So varied is the
collection that it is difficult to categorize, let
alone to pass judgment.
Many of the essays attack other economists'
oversimplifications, particularly their neglect
of psychological, social, and institutional factors. Formal models, which try to articulate the
essential features of development, often in a

Other Books Received
Bird, Richard M. and John G. Head
(Editors). Modern Fiscal Issues: Essays in
Honor of Carl S. Shoup, University of
Toronto Press, Buffalo, New York, U.S.A.,
1972, viii + 351 pp., $20.
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, Revenue Statistics of
OECD Member Countries, 1968-1970.
OECD Publications, Paris. France, 1972,
131 pp., $2.50, F 10 (paper).
Organization for Economic Cooperarion
and Development, Expenditure Trends in
OECD Countries, 19GO-1980, OECD Publications, Paris, France, 1972, 132 pp.,
$7.50, F 34 (paper).

quantitative framework, ".. . are at once a
crutch and a prison .... Although Myrdal
asserts that 'facts kick,' it is my experience that
the power of the crust of intellectual tradition
is stronger than the kicks. It takes a model to
kick out a model." An interesting suggestion
is that "The irrelevance of concepts like
'capital/output ratio' and 'unemployment'
appeals to the forces resisting develop
ment
economic models support the forces
of resistance to change. Much easier to say
money spent on investment or on education
yields high returns than to carry out a land
reform, impose an effective tax system or clean
up public administration."
Such criticisms, salutory in themselves, are
stronger than the suggestion of alternatives.
How are economists to answer questions about
capital requirements, the risks of difficulties in
debt servicing and consequent implications for
the terms of aid; or should they not try? There
is another difficulty, intractable in the short
run, which Streeten does not mention: that the
framework of today's national accounts and
other statistics reflects yesterday's framework
of thought. At what point are we to try to
persuade and help developing countries to
adopt new concepts and definitions in collection of statistics?
Several of the essays warn developing countries against the uncritical acceptance of certain
types of "aid" and of foreign direct investment.
The comparison of receiving aid to making love
to an elephant (p. 307) has already been widely
appreciated and savored. However, the conditions under which foreign investment is or is
not of benefit to the host country could be
more clearly defined, at any rate in principle.

While I am duly grateful for mention as one of
those who contributed "helpful comments" on
the two essays on foreign direct private investment, I still feel that, in particular, the cost
benefit analysis on pp. 209-13 gets into an
unnecessary muddle because of the specific
focus on the effects on the balance of payments
rather than on the national income, after
allowing for any necessary balance of payments
adjustments. These two essays nevertheless contain useful policy advice to developing
countries.
Streeten constantly emphasizes the social
and political ramifications of development. The
essay on the multinational corporation (MNC)
speaks of an "unholy harmony of interests"
between foreign investors and certain minority
groups in the host country. "Among those who
will side with [the MNC] are bribed officials,
the small employed aristocracy of workers who
enjoy high wages and security, the satellite
bourgeoisie to whom world-wide mobility and
prospects are opened and the domestic industries producing complementary goods who
benefit from the concessions which the MNC
has achieved for itself. On the other side of the
fence are the masses of unemployed, those who
suffer from higher costs, the competitors,
actual and potential, and those who dislike
foreigners."
The need to consider who benefits from
development is indeed one of the themes which
recurs throughout the book. The essay, written
with Frances Stewart, on "Conflicts Between
Output and Employment Objectives in Developing Countries," is a particularly helpful clarification of the theoretical issues involved.
J. P. Hayes

European Stock Exchange Handbook,
Noyes Data Corporation. Park Ridge, New
Jersey, U.SA, 1973, xvii + 567 pp.. $36.

Shepherd, S. A., Foreign Exchange &
Foreign Trade in Canada (4th ed.),
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. University of
Toronto Press, 1973, xii + 336 pp., $15.

H e s s i o n , Charles H, John Kenneth
Galbraith and His Critics, New American
Library, Bargenfield, New Jersey, U.S.A.,
1972, 239 PP., $1.50 (paper).

Scharf, Traute, and Majur C. Shetiy. Dictionary of Development Banking, New
York, N.Y., U.S.A., American Elsevier
Publishing Company, Inc., 1973, vi +
214 pp.. $13.95.

Marer, Paul, Soviet and East European
Foreign Trade, 1946-1969: Statistical
Compendium and Guide, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.,
1973,xviii + 408pp.,$15.
Horowitz. David, The Enigma of Economic
Growth: A Case Study of Israel, Praeger
Publishers, New York, N.Y., USA., 1972,
xiv + 158 pp., $13.50.
A Description of the Industrial Sector in
Thailand, Siam Communications, Bangkok,
Thailand, 1973, 209 pp., B 240 (paper).

Epstein, T. Scarlett. South India: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, New York,
N.Y., U.S.A., Holmes and Meier Publishers, Inc., 1973, xviii + 2673 pp., $15.
Andrews, Stanley, Agriculture and the
Common Market, Ames, Iowa, U.S.A.,
The Iowa State University Press, 1973,
xiii + 183, $7.95.
Geiger, Theodore, The Fortunes of the
West, Bloomington, .Indiana, U.S.A..
Indiana University Press, 1973, xiii +
304 pp., $10.
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bank group

the Bank's Latin America and Carribbean
regional office, was on home leave in Colombia when the quake struck Managua. On
December 26, Mr. Gutierrez was in what was
left of the city to appraise, first hand, the
extent and effects of the damage. Then to
Washington, the headquarters of the Bank, for
one day, then back to Nicaragua. Ten days after
the earthquake, a tripartite panel, convened by
the Bank, the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB), and the Organization of American
States (OAS), assembled to advise the Nicaraguan Government on the reconstruction and
rehabilitation of the city. World Bank
specialists in power, public utilities, and urbani-

The Bank specialists in urbanization, power,
and public utilities were, in the meantime,
identifying projects that could be of immediate
benefit to the Nicaraguan Government. It was
not hard, under the circumstances, to find
projects; harder, rather, to determine what to
leave out. And one more problem—after identifying and appraising project needs—the work
had to be done quickly so as to help the
Government when it most needed help.
Short cuts were taken. Written issues papers,
which follow project identification missions,
and which highlight the essential elements in a
possible project, were, for the most part, given
orally to the Bank's issues resolution meeting.

zation were soon on the scene. International
Monetary Fund personnel were also on hand
(see Fund Activity, Finance and Development,
March 1973).
In March of 1972, the Bank had made a $6.9
million loan to help finance the expansion of
the water supply system of Managua. Less than
four months later, a $24 million loan for a
Nicaraguan power project was approved by the
Board. Work on the water supply project had
not yet begun when the quake hit Managua.
Permission was granted for money from the
Bank loan to be used for rehabilitation purposes instead; what was needed was no longer
an extension of a water supply system but
rather a supply of water itself.
The loan agreement for the power project
included the usual strict provisos that imports
of equipment purchased with foreign exchange
be made under conditions of international
competitive bidding; these provisos were scrapped. This relaxation of bidding procedures
speeded implementation of the project by as
much as two or three months.

A total of two weeks was spent between project
identification and the start of project appraisal.
In more normal circumstances: three to six
months.
More short cuts. There is to be only one loan
for immediate post-earthquake rehabilitation—
thus requiring only one appraisal report, one
Board meeting. In reality, however, the one
loan is actually five:
• Water supply extension to areas outside
Managua where refugees are now settled, and
where post-earthquake construction will be
concentrated;
• New money for power;
•Money for the construction of secondary,
vocational, and technical schools (60 per
cent of classroom space in Managua was
destroyed);
• Industrial development;
• A sites and services project, which includes
site clearing and basic infrastructure, and
which will be spread over five towns near
Managua. For the first time, however, the
Bank is financing the building of what are

Bank assistance
in natural disasters:
Nicaragua's earthquake,
Iceland's volcano
There is no World Bank sector working
paper on disasters. Perhaps that is a good thing,
for one does not like to be put in the position
of anticipating natural calamities. Nevertheless,
calamities do happen and it is good to be
prepared for them.
Two natural disasters occurred quite recently in widely separated parts of the world.
Both have affected the activities of the World
Bank.
On December 23, 1972, a massive earthquake all but leveled Nicaragua's capital city of
Managua. One month later, disaster struck
Iceland when Mt. Helga, a volcano dormant for
over 7,000 years, erupted and imperiled the
port of Heimaey on the island' of Vestmannaeyjar. The eruptions have not yet stopped.

Managua
Within minutes of the earthquake, the administrative and commercial heart of Managua
was destroyed. As many as 6,000 persons may
have been killed; a quarter of a million people
were left homeless.
Edgar Gutierrez, a department director in
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called "core housing units"—one room and
sanitary facilities for each of 5,500 houses to
be constructed on the five sites. The
rooms—and eventually the houses—will be
built by Nicaraguan contractors and and will
be earthquake proof.
Total costs of the five-part IDA credit—the
first to Nicaragua—will total about $20 million.
The credit has also been tailored so that its
elements fit in with the Nicaraguan Government's plans and priorities for long-run rehabilitation as well as for immediate help.

Heimaey
Heimaey was a small Icelandic port. Five
thousand people lived there in 1,500 houses.
They drove their 800 cars around a circuit that
might take ten minutes. The 5,000 also enjoyed
the highest incomes in all Iceland, averaging
20 per cent above those living on the main
island. They were rich because of fish.
Four fifths of Iceland's foreign exchange
comes from the export of fish. Twenty per cent
of that four fifths was earned by Heimaey's
fishermen, whose 60 fishing boats were the best
in the country.
Heimaey is now deserted, its fishing boats
and inhabitants dispersed. Only one person has
died as a result of the volcano. One person and
one town. Heimaey's harbor is threatened by
the continual lava flows which have come to
within 90 meters of the port.
Less than a month after Mt. Helga erupted,
the Governor of the Central Bank of Iceland
arrived at the World Bank to find out what
might be done to help his country. He came
with a proposal: that help be made available to

improve the port facilities in any one of a
number of fishing villages on Iceland's southern
coast.
Port and harbor facilities along Iceland's
southern coast are poor. Heimaey's were good.
Southern Icelandic ports are not big enough to

accept large fishing boats with safety. They lack
breakwaters, so necessary for protecting boats
from winter storms in the Norwegian Sea. They
are, however, near the fish and near the capital
of Reykjavik, the export center for fish. The
Governor asked what could be done.

IDACREDITS DURING THE THIRED THUNDER

OF FISCAL 19

cOUNTRY0

pURPOSE

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Dominican Republic
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
India (2 loans)
Indonesia (2 loans)

Livestock
Small-Scale industry
Irrigation
Highways
Livestock
Small-scale industry; fertilizer
Livestock; agriculture
Rural development
Agriculture
Irrigation
Highways
Port improvements

Lesotho
Malawi

Nepal
Senegal
Somalia
Sudan
Thailand

Turkey

Irrigation
Education
Irrigation and power

tOTAL CREDITS DURING THE THIRD QUARTER OF FISCAL 19732
tORAD CREDITS DURING THE FIRST THREE QUARTERS OF FICAL 1973

aMOUNT
($MILLIONS

9.0
3.0

13.0
2.0
5.0
83.0

8.6
5.6
10.5
6.0
8.0
12.96
42.0
19.5
30 JO*

25811
470.21

tOGERHER WITH A $44 mILLION bANDK LOAN
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WORLD BANK LOANS APPROVED DURING
THIRD QUARTER OF FISCAL 1973

Amount
($ Millions0

Purpose

Country

Agriculture (supplemental loan)
Power
Highway (supplemental loan}
Power
Telecommunications
Irrigation
Population; agriculture
Port expansion

Cameroon
Colombia
Fiji
Guyana
Iran
Iraq
Malaysia (2 loan;)
Nicaragua
Tunisia
Turkey
Zambia

Industry
Irrigation and power
Agriculture

Total loans during the third quarter of fiscal 1973
Total loans during the first three quarters of fiscal 1973

1.7

56.0
4.2
6.0
82.0
40.0
54.5
11.0
14.0
44.0*
11.5

324.90
873.85

"Together with a $30 million IDA credit

FAO-IBRD Cooperative Program
The Icelandic request brought into action
members of the FAO-IBRD Cooperative Program.
The FAO-IBRD Cooperative Program is staffed by members of the Food and Agriculture
Organization, whose headquarters is in Rome.
About 60 people now work full time for the
nine-year old program which is looked upon as
an alternative to the Bank's expansion of its
own staff in agriculture. Three fourths of the
money for the unit, however, is paid for by the
Bank.
Members of the Cooperative Program identify and prepare projects for Bank financing,
although what they do and where they go is
subject to Bank approval. It is the responsibility
of the Bank to appraise projects identified and
prepared by the Cooperative Program.
Thus, in mid-March a port engineer and a
fisheries expert from the Cooperative Program
journeyed to Iceland to look into the request
for help.
As of this writing the Bank's role in helping
Iceland is an on-going one. No conclusions have
been made about improving fishing facilities
along Iceland's southern coast.
Clearly one cannot even compare Heimaey—
a disaster affecting 1,500 people with the loss
of one life—with Managua where 250,000 were
affected and thousands killed. Both were, however, unquestionably disasters. And from both
one can learn what the World Bank does in
response to requests for assistance following
natural calamities.

The answer has not been formed solely in
the wake of the Nicaraguan and Icelandic experiences. The Bank's response in these two
cases reinforces the answers provided by the
aftermath of the 1971 cyclone and tidal wave
that engulfed East Pakistan, and of the earthquake that devasted so much of Peru the year
before. And the answer is this: the Bank does
what it knows best how to do—lend money
for projects which serve to aid the economy of
countries affected by disaster. And, so important in times of calamity, it can and does do
this quickly, relaxing bureaucratic inhibitions
without relaxing economic criteria. The countries who must, after all, pay the money back
would be satisfied with nothing less.
Peter C. Muncie

International
Finance Corporation
During the quarter ended March 31, the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) made
its first investment in Bolivia; provided support
in Iranian agribusiness; and joined with other
foreign and local financial institutions in
furthering the development of the capital market in Brazil.

First Bolivian investment
The I PC's first investment in Bolivia is the
$400,000 put in PLASMAR S.A., the country's

major electric cable manufacturer which also
produces PVC piping, roofing sheets, and floor
tiles. The purpose of the project is to help
finance the expansion and modernization of
PLASMAR's production facilities so that it can
better meet the needs of the country's mining,
construction, and industrial sectors. Hitherto
there have been costly delays in deliveries of
imported cables and PVC compounds because
of Bolivia's landlocked position.
This investment was the result of efforts by
IFC to identify suitable projects for developing
industrialization in Bolivia. The amount of the
investment is below the IFC's normal lower
investment limit—a reflection of IFC.'s wish to
be as flexible as possible in helping one of its
smaller member countries.

Support for securities market development in Brazil
On February 1, 1973, IFC extended a line of
credit of US$5 million to a syndicate of privately owned Brazilian investment banks. This
is designed to provide financial support for the
banks' underwriting activities with FUMCAP
(Fundo de Desenvolvimento do Mercado de
Capitals), a revolving capital market development fund maintained by the Central Bank.
The overall purpose of FUMCAP is to
strengthen and improve Brazilian capital market
institutions, practices, and instruments.
FUMCAP will make available to investment
banking institutions, for limited periods, part of
the working capital they need to underwrite
new issues of equity and long-term debt securities of Brazilian enterprises. The objectives is to
• induce the investment banks to assume a
greater role in the sound underwriting of
corporate securities in Brazil;
• improve the access of Brazilian enterprises to
domestic sources of long-term funds needed
for expansion; and
• encourage savers to invest in sound domestic
securities.

Iranian agribusiness
During this quarter the IFC also invested
$1.25 million, in the form of a loan with
options to purchase shares, in Iran California
Company. This Iranian agribusiness is developing a large-scale farm in the Dez area of the
Khuzestan province that will itself benefit from
a dam and irrigation facilities set up with
financial help from the World Bank.
Although the Iranian economy has shown an
impressive growth rate during the past decade,
agriculture has lagged behind. This sector is
now being given high priority by the Government, which is trying to spur agricultural development through large-scale commercial farming
or agribusiness. This is expected to increase
greatly through the application of modern
production and management techniques.
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industrial countries, called in Paris and Brussels
to cope with the disruption of the international
monetary system, forced postponement to
March 22-23. When the Deputies did meet at
Fund headquarters in Washington, they
reviewed their work in the light of recent
events, including the second devaluation of the
dollar, the joint European float, and the cooperative steps taken to stem the massive
speculative flow of funds which had caused the
latest crisis. The Deputies decided to expand
their schedule and to intensify their work
between meetings by establishing a technical
group on indicators to meet in Washington and
another on disequilibrating capital flows to
meet in Paris. (A third working group is
currently active in London on the tentative
drafting of several sections of the reform
outline.) Discussion of the special interests of
the developing countries was deferred, since it
was felt that the subject could be more usefully
considered at the following meeting, planned
for May 21-25, when the implications of recent
developments will have become clearer.

FOUND

Committee of Twenty
moves toward completion
of reform outline
During the first quarter of 1973, the
momentum toward monetary reform acquired
in the latter part of the previous year was well
maintained. The Committee of Twenty (the
name by which the Committee of Fund Governors considering the reform of the international
monetary system is usually known) pushed
ahead with its studies and set its sights on
producing an outline of reform proposals for
consideration by the 125 Fund Governors at
TABLE
1.
their 1973 Annual
Meeting
in Kenya. This
FUND
HOLDINGS
meeting—the first to be held inOF
Africa—will take
SELECTED
CURRENCIES,
place
September 24-28
in Nairobi's Kenyatta
Conference
Centre.
MARCH
The third meeting of the Deputies of the
Committee of Twenty ("the C-20 Deputies" as
they are now usually
referred to) met in the
Amount
Bank/Fund Paris office
January Per
23-25.
(SDR
cent There
were discussions on reserve
convertmillions)assetsofand
quota
Currency
ibility (one of the major topics of monetary
reform) and the adjustment process. On the
controversial subject of objective indicators for
exchange rate changes, the Chairman of the
Deputies, C. Jeremy Morse, said in a press
briefing at the end of the proceedings he felt it
was generally agreed that "there is no necessary
conflict between the greater use of such indicators and continuing qualitative or discretionary assessment." Announcement was made
in Paris of the selection of Jonathan H.
Frimpong-Ansah, Governor of the Bank of
Ghana, as a fourth Vice-Chairman of the
Deputies.
The next meeting of the C-20 Deputies was
scheduled for March 14-16, but the series of
emergency meetings among officials of the

For the first time since its inaugural session
in September 1972, the C-20 met at ministerial
level in Washington on March 26-27 at the Pan
American Union building under the chairmanship of AM Wardhana, Minister of Finance
of Indonesia. The various problems before the
ministers had been accentuated by the foreign
exchange crisis, the currency floats, and other
developments. The Committee heard a report in
which the discussions held so far by the
Deputies were summarized by Jeremy Morse.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the ministers
and central bank governors of the C-20 issued a
communique setting forth some of their basic
understandings on reform. It concluded that in
the reformed international monetary system
the exchange rate regime should remain based
on stable but adjustable par values and heralded
an expanded role for the Fund. The Ministers
instructed the Deputies to proceed urgently
with the preparation of a draft outline of the
reform.
If sufficient progress is made by the
Deputies, the C-20 plans to meet again at
ministerial level several weeks before the
Nairobi Annual Meeting in September, which is
expected to be an important milestone in the
continuing efforts to reach agreement on the
main elements of reform. If an outline has been
agreed upon by the C-20, it will be placed
before the assembled Fund Governors for comment and endorsement. Even if progress in the
intervening months is less than anticipated and
the outline is not completed by then, the
Governors are expected to express many views
on the preferred direction of modifications in
the international monetary system.
In 1972 the Executive Directors of the Fund
submitted to the Board of Governors a major
report on reform which has played an important part in reform discussions ever since. In all
probability, no special new report of so

comprehensive a nature will be produced this
year by the Executive Directors, but they have
focused on several elements of reform and
prepared a number of pertinent studjes, including
"Allocation of SDRs and Financing of Economic Development, and "Approaches to Consolidation, Convertibility and Asset Settlement", which have been made available to the
C-20. In addition, the problems of reform will
undoubtedly receive considerable attention in
the 1973 Annual Report of the Executive
Directors to the Board of Governors, which as
usual will be published several weeks before the
Annual Meeting. The Executive Directors attended both the January and March meetings of
the C-20 Deputies.
Foreign exchange developments
On February 13 the Fund announced it had
been informed by the United States that the
President was asking Congress to authorize a
proposal to the Fund for a 10 per cent
reduction in the par value of the dollar from
0.921053 SDR to 0.828948 SDR = US$1
(equivalent to $42.22 per fine ounce of gold).
This anticipated change was immediately reflected in international markets.
The Fund was advised by the Governments
of Japan and Italy, on February 14 and 18,
respectively, that the market rate for the
Japanese yen and the rate for the Italian lira on
the official market would not necessarily be
confined within the margins observed hitherto.
Both Governments expressed the intention to

TABLE 1.

FUND HOLDINGS OF
SELECTED CURRENCIES,
MARCH 31,1973

Currency

Australian dollars
Austrian schillings
Belgian francs
Canadian dollars
Deutsche mark
French francs
Irish pounds
Italian lire
Japanese yen
Kuwaiti dinars
Mexican pesos
Netherlands guilders
Norwegian kroner
Pounds sterling
Swedish kroner
U.S. dollars

Amount
(SDR
millions)

498.2
139.6
137J
801.8
503.4
1,053.9
77,7
682.Q
649.8
44.3
272,2
152.0
171.0
2,683.5
236.1
6,259.6

Per cent
of quota

n

52
21
73
31
TO
64
68
§4
68
74
22
71
96
73
93
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return as soon as conditions permit to the
maintenance of normal margins in accordance
with the decisions of the Fund.
As of the close of business on March 1, the
Fund had received communication from 100
member countries advising changes in exchange
rates, contemplated changes, or notifications
that existing exchange practices would continue, in the light of the United States proposal
to devalue the dollar.
On March 1 and 2, in the face of heavy
speculative attacks on the U.S. dollar, most
official exchange markets were closed. By the
time they reopened on March 19, the meetings
hastily called in Brussels and Paris by the
finance ministers and central bank governors of
the major western industrial countries had led
to a joint float against the dollar of the
currencies of six EEC members (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands) plus Sweden and Norway.
On March 16, Fund Managing Director
Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, who had flown to
Europe for the third time in less than two
weeks in connection with the high-level monetary meetings called to deal with the crisis,
issued a statement at the crucial Paris gathering
where agreement was finally reached on measures to restore order in the markets. Mr.
Schweitzer urged cooperative efforts to defend
the exchange rate structure established as a
result of the proposed change in the par value
of the U.S. dollar, a structure which he termed
reasonable. He emphasized that "in all our
actions we must continue to support the aim of
a one-world system that takes into account the
interests" of all Fund members, including the
developing countries.
Par value changes
During the period under review, changes in
par values were carried out, with Fund concurrence, for the currencies of Jamaica, Yugo-

TABLE 2.
FUND STAND-BY ARRANGEMENTS APPROVED DURING THE
FIRST QUARTER OF 1973
Amount
(SDR
millions)

Member

Month

Bolivia
Burma
Korea

January
February
March

Total

27.30
13.50
20.00

60.80

slavia, Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania. The initial
par value of the Bahrain dinar was established
by agreement between the Government of
Bahrain and the Fund. In addition, Bahrain
notified the Fund that it accepted the obligations of Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement, relating to the avoidance of restrictions
on payments for current international transactions, multiple exchange rates, and discriminatory currency practices.

General account
Activity of the Fund's General Account was
below average during the first quarter of 1973,
and both drawings and repurchases were for
limited amounts. Drawings on the Fund included an SDR 2.85 million compensatory
financing purchase by Jordan. Total gross purchases from the beginning of Fund operations
to March 31, 1973 reached SDR 25,556.90
million, and net drawings as of the same date

NOW AVAILABLE in French

SURVEYS OF
AFRICAN ECONOMIES
Volume 4:
Zaire, Malagasy Republic, Malawi, Mauritius, and Zambia.
With this volume, the International Monetary Fund continues
its series of surveys of the economies of the countries of
Africa. Three countries on the continent and two island groups
are covered in Volume 4: Zaire, Zambia, and Malawi, and the
Malagasy Republic (Madagascar) and Mauritius.
For the most part the text and tables cover the period
1965-69. Earlier data are given where they are pertinent,
however, and the year 1970 has been included where
information was available. The data are drawn from published

were equivalent to SDR 3,639.60 million. Fund
holdings of selected currencies as of the end of
March are shown in Table 1.

No SDR transfers
There were no transfers of SDRs between
participants during the first quarter of 1973.
The General Account received small amounts of
SDRs in repayment of drawings and payment
of charges relating to the use of the Fund's
resources. The General Account's holdings of
SDRs at the end of March 1973 were
SDR 589.9 million.

Stand-by arrangements
At the end of March, stand-by arrangements
for nine developing countries in the Western
Hemisphere and five in Asia were in effect. Of
the total amount of SDR 371.85 million, the
undrawn portion was SDR 206.55 million.
During the first quarter of 1973, the Fund
approved three stand-by arrangements for a
total amount equivalent to SDR 60.80 (see
Table 2).
The SDR 27.3 million stand-by arrangement
for Bolivia, the twelfth for that country, is in
support of a program designed to restore
balance of payments equilibrium and to assist
in attaining more rapid and sustained economic
growth.
Burma's stand-by arrangement of SDR 13.5
million provides support for policies whose
basic objective is to improve the payments
situation by increasing exports through higher
production and diversification of agricultural
export crops. Burma has had one previous
stand-by arrangement with the Fund.
The Korean stand-by arrangement of
SDR 20 million, the ninth since March 1965, is
in aid of a stabilization program whose aims
include the revival of economic activity through
heavy investment expenditure and continued
high exports.

sources and from material gathered by the Fund in its
consultations with the member countries concerned, A map
for each country, and an index, complete the volume, xxvi +
477 pages.
Previous French editions in this series:
Volume 1: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo
(Brazzaville), and Gabon. 1968.
Volume 2: Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, and Somalia. 1969.
Volume 3: Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal,
Togo, and Upper Volta. 1970.
Volumes are priced at US$5.00 each (US$2.50 to libraries,
faculty members, and students of universities). Payment will
also be accepted in currencies other than the US dollar.
Order from
The Secretary
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
Washington, D. C. 20431, U.S.A.
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views
and

tions such as the regionalization of development programs, the untying of bilateral assistance, and the impact of multinational corporations. Hopefully, this type of dialogue will lead
to a different pattern of international relations
involving greater interdependence between peoples, in equality and equity, as well as the
freedom of each country to decide for itself the
conditions required for its own development."

Excerpts from a statement by Philippe de
Seynes, United Nations Under Secretary General for Economic and Social Affairs, to the
Mid-America World Trade Conference in
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., March 8,1973

Excerpts from a report. No Room for Routine,
by Paul Gerin-Lajoie, President, Canadian International Development Agency, December 29,1972
"Already an observer of the international
scene can foresee certain new direction emerging — reorganization of international labor patterns so developing countries can diversify their
economies, multiplication of commercial exchanges between regions, increasing regulation
over important markets, regional monetary
cooperation, adoption of joint programs for
education, and the exchange of technical skills
— all at bilateral, regional or even world-wide
level, depending on the converging interests of
the parties involved. Various joint actions can
also be envisaged, aimed at reforming the world
economic system to serve better the developing
countries' needs and interests without denying
those of the industrialized nations.
"Recall what the oil producing countries have
achieved in recent years by associating under
the umbrella of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC). This type of
approach could also be exercised by regional
development institutions. One can already predict a new balance coming in which industrialized nations will not necessarily hold all the
'trump' cards.
"Many other sectors of cooperation must be
thoroughly explored during the years to come.
I would expect, particularly, the start to an
urgent and surely productive dialogue on ques-

"Nobody would deny that the remarkable
trade expansion of the last twenty years, at a
rhythm twice that of production, is to a
significant degree responsible for the progress
of the world economy. Yet there is a real
uneasiness about export-led economic booms
which in some cases have led to the accumulation of persistent trade surpluses. Attitudes
toward the international monetary system are
perplexed, if not confused. Everybody understands that highly dynamic and complex economies, operating largely in an international
market, require a constant and abundant provision of liquidity. Yet governments will not
readily accept that the objectives of their own
domestic policies be nullified by capital movements over which they feel they have no
control.
"Newspapers are still spattered with headlines referring to the 'dollar crisis'. The choice
of words here indicates that changes in parity
values are still considered traumatic and, furthermore, that the public does not yet recognize the full implications of interdependency
and in particular that responsibility for socalled crises and their cure must be shared by
creditors and deficit countries alike. . .. The
ability to devise the institutional mechanisms . .. called for by new relationships is
only slowly emerging. It will be tested in the
unfolding of the negotiations for monetary
reform and for the new rules of the game in the
field of trade.
"It is hoped that in this search for a new
philosophy the world will not overlook the
benefits it has derived from an opening and
gradually integrating economy. This should not
be taken for granted. It is much more difficult
to manage an open economy than a closed
economy. The external sector is hardly susceptible of control. At best a country can
influence its external transactions indirectly
through domestic fiscal and monetary measures
and through efforts at persuading partner countries. Planners and technocrats, as well as vested
interests, are never short of ideas on the way
to manage a closed economy, and on many
occasions they tend, sometimes unconsciously,
sometimes deliberately, to work toward it.

'There is no sign at present that governments are ready to convert the International
Monetary Fund into a world central bank,
providing for the deliberate creation of reserve
assets in the form of deposit accounts and
empowered to intervene on the market when
necessary. Such arrangements would greatly
reduce the need for accumulation by individual
countries of foreign exchange, and after many
years of operating the world monetary system
with virtually no official gold transactions, and
with an increasing use of specially created
SDRs, they might appear as natural and evolutionary, although they will probably be debated
during a lengthy transitional stage. Yet the
trend is unmistakable. Any reform finally arrived at will most probably enlarge the area of
collective decision-making with respect to the
adjustment process and the modification of
parities.
'The trade negotiations will even more
severely test our ability to adapt our ways to
new circumstances. . . . Negotiations will be all
the more difficult as they will not just seek to
achieve reciprocal advantage but will aim at the
correction of some enduring imbalances which
do not yield easily to exchange rate adjustments."

Excerpts from a speech by Pierre-Paul
Schweitzer, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, and delivered by Jorge
del Canto, Director, Western Hemisphere Department, at the Fifteenth Session of the Economic Commission for Latin America, Quito,
Ecuador, March 23, 1973
"Before discussing some of the issues related
to monetary reform, however, I would like to
say a few words about the most recent crisis in
foreign exchange markets.
"In my opinion, this crisis differed from
others experienced in recent years in that it had
no plausible justification arising from inadequacies in the structure of exchange rates.
Following the devaluation of the U.S. dollar in
February, and the agreed action in respect of
other currencies, there was every prospect of
substantial improvement over time in the global
payments situation. What occurred was therefore an unjustified speculative attack on fixed
rates.
"Faced with this speculative attack, those
countries of the European Economic Community which still maintained fixed rates with
the dollar decided to cease intervening automatically to hold the dollar value of their
currencies within fixed margins. They have
continued, however, to maintain exchange rates
among their own currencies within maximum
margins of 2 1/4 per cent; and some other
countries have linked their currencies to these
arrangements. These developments, taken with
the fact that a number of important countries
had previously ceased observing margins, mean
that there are now no fixed limits to fluctua-
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tions in the rate of exchange between the U.S.
dollar and other major currencies. It was
evident at the recent meeting in Paris, however,
that the main industrial countries intend to
cooperate to maintain orderly conditions in
exchange markets.

Financial Post

"The events of the past few weeks have,
however, changed somewhat the complexion of
the longer-term discussions on the reform of
the international monetary system. On the one
hand they have underlined the difficulty of
reaching genuine international agreement on
the complex problems which have to be faced
in the reform. On the other, they have demonstrated the importance of seeking such agreement and, I think, have encouraged countries to
tackle this task with a renewed sense of
urgency.

Committee of 20
"In addition, the recent speculative crisis has
introduced a new perspective to the questions
which fall within the province of the Committee of 20. Until quite recently, it was
possible to see the major defect of the monetary system as the inflexibility of the adjustment mechanism. For differing reasons, many
industrial countries were reluctant to change
their exchange rates when they became out of
line. Surplus countries did not want to jeopardize the profitability of their export industries;
deficit countries were often unwilling to accept
the possible political implications of a devaluation, or its repercussions on domestic prices;
and the United States was thought, as a
practical matter, to be unable to change the par
value of the dollar.
"The consequences of a lack of flexibility in
exchange rate relationships can be severe, and
not least for developing countries. These countries are naturally strongly affected by the
policies of their trading partners in the industrial world. Balance of payments pressures
experienced by industrial countries have in the
past been a factor making for sluggishness in
the flow of official capital and aid. They have
also slowed progress in untying aid, in reaching
international commodity agreements, and in
general trade liberalization.

"Fortunately, the last two or three years
have witnessed a dramatic change in the attitude toward exchange rate flexibility. The need
for exchange rates to respond promptly to
underlying imbalances is now widely accepted,
even though the methods of achieving this
remain a matter for debate. The United States
has been able to change its exchange rate when
its balance of payments had clearly reached a
position of fundamental disequilibrium. Other
countries have also become much more prepared to tackle their payments imbalances
through movements in their exchange rates.
"So long as this change in attitude toward
flexibility among industrial countries does not
weaken their resolve to resist inflation, it
should permit the pursuit of policies which,
over the long term, will be more conducive to
domestic expansion and the growth of world
trade. It is important, however, that flexibility
should take place within a stable framework of
realistic currency relationships. Recent events
have demonstrated the possibility that exchange rate pressures can build up for reasons
quite unconnected with the underlying economic relationships among major currencies.
Exchange rate uncertainties have probably had
a beneficial effect on the receipts of primary
producing countries in the short term. But if
rates are allowed to fluctuate widely or for long
periods in response to uncontrolled speculative
pressures, the resulting uncertainties will
undoubtedly hinder the growth of world trade,
investment, and economic development.
"We need still to work out an agreement on
how the disruptive effects of these pressures
can be avoided. It was perhaps inevitable that
the crisis which developed so quickly at the
beginning of this month should have been
tackled by the countries whose currencies were
most directly involved. But it must be recognized that the issues raised by this crisis go
beyond the question of controlling speculative
capital movements. They touch the very heart
of monetary reform.
"Because this is a matter that involves the
vital interests of all members of the Fund, I am
particularly happy that the discussions on
longer-term reform are taking place within the
Committee of 20. This Committee, which is
within the Fund, meets the requirement of
being a relatively small body operating at a high
political level, and at the same time being
properly representative of the entire Fund
membership. It is also empowered to consider
the interconnection between monetary questions and related issues. In my opinion it is in
an excellent position to produce proposals for a
reformed monetary system that will be both
viable and equitable.

Adjustment mechanism
"I am keenly aware of the interest of the
developing world in an improved working of
the international adjustment mechanism. This

interest has been displayed on a number of
occasions: at the discussions of the Group of 24
in Caracas a year ago, at the UNCTAD meetings
in Santiago, and then at our own annual
meetings last September. Because of this concern, it is especially appropriate that developing
countries, notably those in Latin America, are
playing their full role in the work of the
Committee of 20. Nine members of the Committee, including the Chairman, are from developing countries and three of these are from
Latin America. It is also worth noting that
when it comes to ratifying any amendments to
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund no
reform can be implemented without the concurrence of 80 per cent of the voting strength
of the Fund and of 60 per cent of member
countries. This latter provision assures the
developing world that no amendments to the
Articles can be made which neglect its interests.
"Turning to the substance of the reform
discussions, it is clear that the main issue to be
faced is the nature of the exchange rate regime
that best fits the needs of the world economy.
Such a regime must be flexible enough to avoid
crises arising from persistent payments imbalances. At the same time, it should ensure
basic stability in exchange rate relationships,
and provide protection against unjustified fluctuations in the relative values of major currencies.
"Judgments about the kind of exchange
system which will best meet these objectives
will naturally be influenced by experience over
the coming weeks and months with the arrangements recently established. The nature of this
exchange system will in turn have implications
for such questions as reserve asset creation, the
establishment of a link between liquidity
creation and development finance, currency
convertibility, and controls over short-term capital flows. These fundamental questions are
under intensive study within the Fund and
have a high priority on the agenda of the
Committee of 20. Nobody doubts the need to
find solutions that will make the international
monetary system serve more adequately the
needs of all its members, developed and developing alike.
"The events of the coming months will
therefore be important in shaping the nature of
reform discussions. But they will also set a
pattern for the conduct of international economic relations that will have a significance of
its own. Under the exchange rate arrangements'
which are now in operation it is even more
important that countries should follow responsible policies and should cooperate with
each other and with the Fund. They must guard
against the temptation to introduce policies
which may lead to a growth of restrictions on
trade and payments, or to damaging fluctuations in exchange rates. In this they have a
responsibility, not just to each other, but to the
world community as a whole. You may be
assured that the Fund will do all in its power to
ensure that this responsibility is recognized."
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Announcing publication of

voting and Decisions

in the international Monetary Fund
An Essay on the Law and Practice of the Fund
by Joseph Gold
This book will interest students of monetary affairs,
and also those interested in the processes of international decision making. With the growth in the number both of independent states and of international
organizations, its appearance is timely.
The author describes the voting system of the
International Montary Fund; the 125 member countries
have votes weighted by the size of their quotas in the
Fund, and these vary widely. The system is buttressed
by various devices—adjustable voting power, reserved
powers, special majorities—and the origin and purpose of
these are explained.
It may appear paradoxical that this elaborate voting
system is in practice seldom resorted to; decisions are
reached by consensus, broad agreement, or compromise.
Joseph Gold's book shows, however, that the smooth

working

of the system depends upon the carefully-

designed legal framework. The author describes the
framework; shows how the system is in practice
operated by negotiation among executive directors; and
brings out how the management participates in this
process and what role is played by the staff. His book is
accordingly a study in influence, authority, and power.
Mr. Gold, who is the Director of the Legal Department and the General Counsel of the Fund, describes the
composition, powers, and procedures of the organs of
the Fund—the Board of Governors and the Executive
Directors. He also discusses the work of Fund Committees, including the newly established Committee of
Twenty. Twelve appendices provide additional comprehensive information, including the full text of the
Fund's Articles of Agreement. 368 pp., Index, $6.50.

Other books by Joseph Gold:
The Fund Agreement in the Courts/ 1962 / $3.50.
The Stand-By Arrangements of the International Monetary Fund/ 1970 / $4.00
Order from
The Secretary, International Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C. 20431, U.S.A.

Remittances may also be made in most other currencies of member countries. Further information on making payment may be
obtained by writing to the Fund.
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